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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation addresses the general problem of transport in chaotic systems. 
Typical fluid problem of this kind is the advection and diffusion of a passive scalar. 
The magnetic field evolution in a chaotic conducting media is an example of the chaotic 
transport of a vector field. In kinetic theory, the collisional relaxation of a distribu-
tion function in phase space is also an advection-diffusion problem, but in a higher 
dimensional space. 
In a chaotic flow neighboring points tend to separate exponentially in time, exp(wt) 
with w the Liapunov exponent. The characteristic parameter for the transport of a scalar 
in a chaotic flow is n = wL2 I D where L is the spatial scale and D is the diffusivity. For 
n » 1, the scalar is advected with the flow for a time ta = ln(2!l) /2w and then diffuses 
during the relatively short period 1/w centered on the time ta. This rapid diffusion 
occurs only along the field line of the 800 vector, which defines the stable direction for 
neighboring streamlines to converge. Diffusion is impeded at the sharp bends of an 
s line because of a peculiarly small finite time Liapunov exponent, hence a class of 
diffusion barriers is created inside a chaotic sea. This result comes from a fundamental 
relationship between the finite time Liapunov exponent and the geometry of the s lines, 
which we rigorously show in 2D and numerically validated for 3D flows. 
The evolution of a general 30 magnetic field in a highly conducting chaotic media 
is also related to the spatial-temporal dependence of the finite time Liapunov exponent. 
The Ohmic dissipation in a chaotic plasma will become a dominate process despite a 
small plasma resistivity. We show that the Ohmic heating in a chaotic plasma occurs 
in current filaments or current sheets. The particular form is determined by the time 
dependence of spatial gradient of the finite time Liapunov exponent along a direction 
in which neighboring points neither diverge nor converge. 
xi 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Transport problems in chaotic systems arise frequently in classical physics and as-
trophysics. Typical fluid problems of this kind are the air temperature relaxation in 
a room and contaminant transport in a river or atmosphere. Plasma problems of this 
type include the magnetic field evolution in a chaotic plasma flow and the collisional 
relaxation of the electron distribution function in a region of stochastic magnetic field 
lines. The magnetic field evolution problem has importance in astrophysical problems 
such as solar corona heating and magnetic dynamo theory. 
The archetypal model for the chaotic transport problems to be discussed in this 
dissertation is given by the advection-diffusion equation for a scalar field <P [1] 
8<Pf8t + v · V<P = -(V · rd)/p (1-1) 
with v{x, t) the flow field, p the density of the media, and r d = -pDV <P the diffusive 
flux. The advection-diffusion equation is a linear equation for <P· The nontriviality comes 
from the velocity field, which is assumed to be given for passive scalar problems. 
It is well known that even a simple, smooth flow field can give rise to the chaotic 
motion of fluid elements. This is usually called chaotic advection or Lagrangian turbu-
lence (2, 3]. In a chaotic flow neighboring points tend to separate exponentially in time. 
If 6 is the distance between neighboring points in a chaotic flow, then d = 80 exp(wt) 
with w the Liapunov exponent. 
Under chaotic advection, passive scalar gradient grows exponentially in time and it 
typically concentrates on a fractal set due to the nonuniform stretching and folding in 
a generic chaotic flow [4]. It was also recognized that large scalar gradient leads to the 
2 
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3 
onset of efficient diffusion despite a small diffusivity. The time for the passive scalar 
gradient to stop growing exponentially or the time for the diffusion to be important, was 
estimated to be (1/2w) ln(wlUD) where w is the Liapunov exponent, Zo a typical scale, 
and D the diffusivity. This time scale is given explicitly in [5, 6] and implicitly in [7]. 
Instead of attempting to solve the advection-diffusion equation, Eq. (1-1), these authors 
employed simple qualitative analysis. The essence of their arguments is to find the time 
at which the typical diffusion scale ../Wt is comparable with the ever-decreasing spatial 
scale of the scalar gradient, lo exp( -wt) (7]. 
Geometrical methods were also developed to study the diffusion across interfaces 
(8, 9]. It was observed that the diffusion in a. chaotic flow would be of one-dimensional 
characteristic, i.e., along the local stable manifold (8, 9]. Since the lobe dynamics 
become laborious if not impractical once the global motion of the fluid elements brings 
initially distant interfaces into close proximity, this approach is only valid for short time 
and it is limited to be local analysis (9]. 
In summary, previous studies uncovered the temporal separation of the advection 
and diffusion, and the spatial anisotropy of the diffusion process. These studies are char-
acterized by qualitative arguments and local analysis. The natural extension of previous 
work is to understand the diffusion process itself for a sufficient time for the diffusive re-
laxation to occur. To do that, one must devise a method to solve the advection-diffusion 
equation. This is the main focus of chapter 4, in which a set of new coordinates, the nat-
ural Lagrangian coordinates, are constructed and utilized to obtain the general solution 
to the advection-diffusion problem. 
The magnetic field evolution in a chaotic plasma flow is given by the induction 
equation, 
(1-2) 
which in general is much more complicated than the passive scalar problem. However, 
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4 
a 2D magnetic field can be represented by a scalar potential, hence its evolution is 
exactly described by the advection-diffusion equation with D = TJ/ J.to and allows an 
exact treatment, chapter 5.2.1. The ideal evolution of a general 3D magnetic field can 
also be treated exactly using Lagrangian coordinates (10, 11]. If the flow is chaotic, 
one finds that there exist many unique features for the structures of the magnetic field 
and induced current density. The spatial variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
determines the Ohmic dissipation structures in a highly conducting plasma. These 
features are directly related to some of the most outstanding problems in astrophysical 
plasma physics, such as the magnetic dynamo theorem and solar corona heating. 
For magnetic dynamo action to be maintained, the injection of kinetic energy into 
the magnetic field has to balance the inevitable rapid Ohmic dissipation of the magnetic 
energy due to the complicated spatial structure of the magnetic field. In the case of 
solar corona heating, one faces a different situation in which the Ohmic dissipation is 
thought to be sufficiently high to balance the total energy loss by the abnormally high 
temperature corona. A high Ohmic dissipation rate demands fine spatial structures in 
the magnetic field which are naturally supplied by the chaotic motion of the plasma. 
However, the corona itself is predominately magnetic (low /3 = 2J.toP! B2 with p the 
plasma pressure), and the plasma forces inside the corona are not strong enough to 
drive the field. Experimental observations show that large magnetic loops persist in the 
corona for periods up to weeks. The foot-points of the field lines lie in the photosphere in 
which the {3 is high. To supply the kinetic energy into the corona, it was proposed that 
the force of convection at these high /3 region shuffles the foot-points of the magnetic 
loops. Such motion can twist and tangle the flux tubes, and deposit energy in the 
magnetic field. This free energy is released through rapid reconnection in the corona 
[12]. 
One of the essential ingredients frequently neglected in the ordinary current heating 
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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theory for solar corona is the fact that if the reconnection rate is to be sufficiently 
high to provide enough heating, the electric fields induced by the annihilation of flux 
tubes have to be enormous. Such strong electric fields far exceed the values needed to 
produce non-Maxwellian distribution with strong high energy tail (13]. In fact, it has 
been argued that high energy ions and electrons can be created beneath the corona but 
they can penetrate into the solar corona. Apparently this can easily explain the high 
temperature nature of the corona and the energy source. The width of the corona can be 
easily estimated to be the length on which the typical high energy ions and electrons be 
stopped. In his original paper [14], Scudder argued that the velocity filtration generates 
the high energy particles. Actually, the extremely non-Maxwellian distribution of each 
plasma species is generic for highly conducting plasma which have chaotic trajectories. 
Hence it is possible that the natural evolution of a magnetic field in the high {3 region 
beneath the corona provides a high energy particle flux which penetrates and heats the 
corona. Of course, the particles with even higher energy will escape and form the solar 
wind. 
The collisional relaxation of the electron distribution function in a region of stochas-
tic magnetic field lines is another example of chaotic diffusive transport in phase space, 
and it has importance in laboratory plasma research. It is well known that the mag-
netic field is divergence-free, hence it can be described by a one and a half degree of 
freedom hamiltonian in the canonical representation. If there is a symmetry constraint, 
the field line is exactly given by a one degree of freedom hamiltonian, which is known 
to be completely integrable. In a toroidal device (e.g. tokamak) with axisymmetry, this 
criterion is satisfied and the fluxes are enclosed by good magnetic surfaces. In a realistic 
situation, one does not have perfect axisymmetry and the hamiltonian corresponding 
to the magnetic field is not integrable. Topologically, some magnetic surfaces will be 
broken and the field lines appear to wander around exploring some finite volume due 
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to the so-called KAM theorem [15]. These are regions of stochastic magnetic field lines. 
Passing electrons move along the field line hence they generally follow a chaotic trajec-
tory. The collisional relaxation of the electron distribution function in this region has 
unique features due to the chaotic motion of the electrons and the adiabatic invariance 
of the electron magnetic moment, chapter 6. Actua.lly, the essential requirement for 
these features to occur is that the electrons have a chaotic trajectory. The electrons 
can have chaotic motion even in regions of perfect magnetic surfaces. For example, 
wave-induced chaos has been investigated in great depth in the literature. 
In chapter 2, we present the standard chaos theory but using a. Lagrangian de-
scription. Chapter 3 concerns the finite time Liapunov exponents in low dimensional 
conservative and dissipative systems. For those who are primarily motivated by the 
physics of transport, chapter 3 can be skipped. In chapter 4, we treat the passive scalar 
problem in detail. We discuss the magnetic evolution problem in chapter 5. In the last 
chapter, we investigate the collisional relaxation of the electron distribution function in 
a region of stochastic field lines. 
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Chapter 2 
Chaos in Lagrangian Representation 
In this chapter, we will give a Lagrangian treatment of chaos. We will first review 
the basic theory of general coordinate transformation, which follows Yao [16] and Boozer 
[17]. Then we will introduce the basic concepts in chaos theory using Lagrangian co-
ordinates. Finally we will relate our Lagrangian representation to the multiplicative 
ergodic theory of dynamical systems. 
2.1 General coordinates 
An arbitrary point x in an Euclidean three dimensional space can be given by its 
Cartesian coordinates x = (x1,x2,x3), i.e. 
(2-3) 
with e 11 e2 and e3 three orthogonal unit vectors obeying the right hand rule. Let 
( e I e I e) be three arbitrary coordinates. We assume the two coordinate systems are 
related by three well-behaved functions, 
(2-4) 
The three functions can be inverted to give the ~ in terms of the xi, 
ti- ti( 1 2 3) (.- 1 2 3) ~ - ~ X 1 X 1 X I- 1 1 • (2-5) 
The <et I e. e> are well defined coordinate system if the Jacobian 
does not vanish or diverge to infinity. 
7 
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Associated with a set of arbitrary coordinates (e\ce,e), there are two kinds of 
basis vectors, 8x.f8f! and Vf_i fori= 1, 2, 3. As long as 
[ ax. ax ] ax ( 1 2) a Bel X ae • aea ;f 0 Or Ve X Ve · Ve ;f 0, 
any vector can be expressed in these two basis. These two sets of basis vectors are 
related by the orthogonality relation and the dual relations of the general coordinates. 
The orthogonality relations are 
{2-6) 
The dual relations are 
{2-7) 
and 
{2-8) 
The Einstein summation rule has been used here. In both equations, eiik and Eijk are 
the fully antisymmetric tensors, and J is the Jacobian 
{2-9) 
A vector A has a contravariant representation 
{2-10) 
with 
(2-11) 
It also has a covariant representation 
{2-12) 
with 
(2-13) 
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9 
The components of a vector in two different representations are linked with the metric 
tensor of the coordinates gii and 9ii, 
Ox Ox 
gii - vei. vei and 9ij = a~ . aei, 
Ai - gii A; and Ai = 9i;A1. 
The covariant and contravariant components of the metric tensor are related by 
{2-14) 
{2-15) 
(2-16) 
hence 9ii and gii are matrix inverse of each other. The Jacobian is related to the 
determinant of the metric tensor by 
{2-17) 
The calculus in the general coordinates { ~} is essential to understand the following 
chapters. The gradient of a scalar function /(e1,e,e3) is simple enough, 
8/ . 
V/ = aei ve', {2-18) 
which is a vector in the covariant representation. To calculate the curl of a vector 
function, one should use the covariant representation. Let the vector be A(e1, e I e> = 
A·Vd then I 1, I 
· 8A; · . 
v x A = v A; x ve = aei ve' x ve, 
where the identities V x (sV) = Vs x V + s'V x V and V x {Vs) = 0 are used for 
arbitrary vector V and scalar s. Therefore the curl of a vector is in the contravariant 
representation, 
{2-19) 
To calculate the divergence of a vector function, one can use the contravariant repre-
sentation. Let the vector be A= Ai(&x/8~), we have 
ax . . [fJx] V·A= -·'VA'+A'V· -
aei aei · 
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The first term is trivial to find, 
To calculate the second term, we use equation (2-8) and vector identity 
then 
Combine results we obtain the divergence of a vector function 
(2-20) 
The integrals in three dimensional space include three types: line, area and volume. 
A line integral along a cuLVe c is fc A · dx. A curve can be specified in the coordinates 
(e, e, e> by holding two of the three coordinates, say e and e3, fixed. Hence 
and 
&xl 
dx = ael de , (2-21) 
(2-22) 
An area integral is an integration on a surface, i.e., one of the three coordinates, say e3 , 
is held fixed. The area differential element is 
(2-23) 
and the integral is 
(2-24) 
A volume integral is an integration over all three coordinates. The volume differential 
element is 
. [ax ax] ax 1 2 a 
dV = oel X ae • aea cJe de cJe ' (2-25) 
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and the integral is 
{2-26) 
The general coordinate transformation can be realized in arbitrarily high dimensional 
space (17]. A direct application of that formalism is in kinetic theory where the phase 
space is generally of six dimensions. 
2.2 Lagrangian description of a flow 
The trajectory of a flow point is given by 
dx 
dt = v(x, t) (2-27) 
with v{x, t) the flow field. According to the Lagrangian description of a flow, each flow 
point and hence its trajectory can be uniquely 88Signed a label e. Thee are usually 
called Lagrangian coordinates and are defined by 
axce,t> at = v{x, t) and x(e, t = 0) =e. (2-28) 
The separation of neighboring points at time t is related to their initial separation in 
Lagrangian coordinates by 
(2-29) 
where 
(2-30) 
is the covariant components of the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinate system. 
The metric tensor Uii is a symmetric, positive definite matrix, hence it can be diagonal-
ized with positive eigenvalues and real eigenvectors [11]. In general, 
(2-31) 
withAl~ Am ~As> 0 and ei, mi, si the covariant components of vectors e, m, and s. 
The Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates is related to the metric tensor by .f2 = IIUiill· 
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The time evolution of the Jacobian is given by 
fJJ{fJt = JV ·V. (2-32) 
Hence the Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates is independent of time if the flow field 
is divergence free (V. v = 0). If x{e, t = 0) = e and X is the Cartesian coordinates, the 
Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates e is unity (J = 1). As the result, ;\z>.m>.a = 1. 
A particularly simple case is a two dimensional divergence free flow in which the metric 
tensor can be written as 
(2-33) 
with,\~ 1. 
If the flow is chaotic, then by definition of chaos, 
w(e, t) = [ln >.(e, t)]/2t, (2-34) 
is non-zero. The separation of neighboring points is given by 
8(t)2 = (lo · eo)2 exp(2wt) + (J'o • so)2 exp( -2wt) 
with J'o the initial separation and e0 = {ei}, So= {si} two orthononnal eigenvectors in 
Lagrangian space. Both the finite time Liapunov exponent w(e, t) and the eigenvectors 
have well-defined time asymptotic limits. In particular, the infinite time Liapunov 
exponent 
(2-35) 
is a constant in the region covered by a single fluid point. If w00 does not vanish, the 
flow is said to be chaotic and neighboring points separate exponentially in time. In a 
chaotic region of the flow, the eigenvectors so and eo converge exponentially to their 
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with u a bounded function measuring the convergence rate. The time asymptotic eigen-
vectors s00 and e00 are smooth functions of Lagrangian coordinates and they define two 
smooth vector fields in a chaotic region of the flow. The field lines of the 800 and e00 
vectors are called s line and e line respectively. 
The contravariant components of the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates is 
(2-36) 
gii is the matrix inverse of 9ij and it can be written in diagonal form as 
(2-37) 
with Ei, Mi, Si the contravariant components of the vectors E, M, and S. The covariant 
components of the vectors {e, m, s} and the contravariant components of the vectors 
{E, M, S} satisfy the following relations, 
p;i Ei + ~ Mi + gi si = ~j; 
2: eiW = L mi~ = L Sigi = 1; 
Lei~ = L eigi = L miW = L rr&igi = L siW = LSi~ = 0. 
In vector form, 
and 
e·M =e· s =m·E= m·S =s·E=s·M=O. 
To find the length of the vector, one has to calculate the inner product of the vector. 
Since e = ~vei, m. = ffiivei, s = siv~, and :E = EifJx,'aei, :M = Mi&x;a~, s = 
Si&xfaei, one finds 
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and 
s. s = L~9i;si = .\,. 
It is easy to see that e II E, m II M, s II S, and e j_ m, e 1. 8, m .L s. 
In Lagrangian space, one has three orthonormal eigenvectors {eo, mo, So} with 
eo= {ei}, rilo = {tni}, 5o= {si}. The orthonormal vectors {eo, ~,So} converge exp~ 
nentially in time to their time asymptotic limits {e00 , Iiloo, 800 } with e00 :: { er}, 1i1oo:: 
{ mr} I Soo = { s'f}. Let the Lagrangian coordinates be ordinary Cartesian coordinates, 
then the covariant components of any vector is the same as its contravariant components. 
Hence one finds 
with Eo = {8}, Mo = {Ui}, and So = {~}. The time asymptotic limits of vectors 
{Eo,M0 ,So} also coincide with {eoo,liloo,s00 }, i.e., 
In real space, one can define two sets of vectors {e, m, s} and {E, M, §} with 
and 
- - oo"ci - - oo"ci - - oo"ci e = ei v., , m = mi v .. , s = si v .. , (2-38) 
(2-39) 
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Neither {e, m, s} nor fE, M, S} form a set of orthogonal vectors. But their orientations 
are related to those of vectors { e, m, 8} and hence {E, M, s}. This can be illustrated 
by considering the two dimensional case for algebraic simplicity. For a two dimensional 
chaotic flow, 
A N(- CT- ) d A N(- CT- ) eo = eoo + xsoo an So = Soo - xeoo , (2-40) 
where N = ../1 + ( cr /X)2 is the normalization factor. It is straightforward to show that 
Since E · S = !{2cr(1 - 1/>..2), one finds that in general, S converges algebraically toE, 
The E vector is the time asymptotic limit of E since 
E·E 1 
IEIIEI = ../1 + cr2/X4 • 
In a chaotic flow, the convergence rate is exponential with an exponent three times 
faster than the convergence rate of eo to eoo· 
Similarly one can show that e tends to align with s at an algebraic rate, 
CT 1 1 
lcrl v'1 + cr-2 + O( ..\2 ), 
while s converges to s exponentially in time, 
8. s 1 
lsllsl = ../1 +cr'l./>..'. 
In the general three dimensional case, there is another independent vector direction 
which can be defined as 
til= s X E. (2-41) 
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Obviously m or M converges exponentially in time to m direction. The three vector 
directions as given by {E, m., s} in real space and {eo, tilo, So} in Lagrangian space are 
directly related to the various anisotropies or the chaotic transport or both scalar fields 
and vector fields. A correct understanding or the transport in chaotic media requires 
the knowledge of these two sets or vector fields, {E, Iii., s} and {eoc, liloc, Soc}· 
The chaotic advection or a passive scalar field t/J in a two dimensional chaotic flow 
provides a convenient example. Under pure advection, the scalar field t/J is carried along 
the flow trajectory, (8¢Jf&t){ = 0 with e the Lagrangian coordinates. That is to say, 
the gradient of the scalar field in Lagrangian coordinates, 8¢Jf aei, does not have a time 
dependence. In a chaotic flow, the passive scalar in real space, however, does develop 
exponentially growing gradient if the flow is chaotic, 
(Vf/J)2 = 'L.JB¢Jfaei)gii(a¢J;aei> 
= (Vot/J · eo)2 exp( -2wt) + (Vot/J · 8o)2 exp 2wt 
- (Vot/J · soc)2 exp2wt + 0(1). 
This exponentially increasing gradient lies along the s direction in real space, 
s · Vf/J 1§1 =[soc· Vot/>] expwt + 0(1). 
(2-42) 
In the other words, the scalar field t/J develops exponentially decreasing scale l, along 
the s direction in real space, 
[s. Vf/J] -1 l, = lslt/> = ~ exp( -wt), {2-43) 
with l~ the initial scale of the passive scalar field along 8o lines. 
In contrast, any initial structure of the scalar field t/J is washed away along the E 
direction at an exponential rate, 
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and 
[E·VtP]-t .o le = - = 'e exp(wt) lEI tP (2-44) 
with l~ the initial scale of the scalar field along the eo lines. The removal of the passive 
scalar gradient along the E lines leads to the apparent mixing of the scalar tP under 
chaotic advection. In the realistic situation, the small but finite diffusivity will become 
important and remove the fine structures of the passive scalar field ,P along the s lines 
in real space. The diffusive transport of a passive scalar will be examined in the next 
chapter. 
2.3 Ergodic theorem and the Lagrangian representation 
If the flow field is smooth, the equation of motion for the fluid element, Eq. (2-27), 
can be treated as a differentiable dynamical system to which the ergodic theorem of 
dynamical systems [18) can be applied. 
For simplicity, we consider a steady flow, dx./dt = v(x), x E ~,or a time-periodic 
flow which can be reduced to a map, Xn+l = V(Xn}, Xn E ~-We also assume that the 
How is time reversible. The distance between neighboring points at time t is related to 
their initial separation by d12 = gi;df,ia,ei, with gij the metric tensor of the Lagrangian 
coordinates. The rate of the exponential divergence or convergence of neighboring tra-
jectories is measured by the Liapunov exponent, w = limt....,.00 (1/2t) ln(dl2 /dlff). In vector 
form, 
w(e, u) = lim In(u · g · u)/2t. 
t---+oo 
(2-45) 
Here u specifies the direction along which the initial fluid points separate, i.e., tfo = 6ou. 
In a single chaotic region (the region in which an ergodic measure is preserved by 
the time evolution of the fluid equation), the multiplicative ergodic theorem (19) asserts 
that there exist three characteristic directions in which three Liapunov exponents reside, 
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1.e., 
(2-46) 
The Liapunov exponents are independent of position { in a single chaotic region. If 
there is no degeneracy in Liapunov exponents, w1 > w2 > W3, which is trivially true 
for a chaotic divergence-free flow, the three-dimensional basis ei' i = 1, 2, 3, which are 
functions of Lagrangian coordinates alone, are distinct and span ~. For a rigorous 
mathematical proof, see [19] and [20]. For a general discussion, see [21]. Generically, 
ei, i = 1, 2, 3, are not orthogonal to each other. The eigenvectors of the metric tensor 
of the Lagrangian coordinates are orthogonal to each other, and their time asymptotic 
limits are uniquely related to the characteristic directions ei by 
(2-47) 
The finite time eigenvectors converge exponentially to their time asymptotic limits. 
In an integrable region of the flow, the Liapunov exponents vanish. But for a non-
trivial flow (flow with shear), there exist nondegenerate characteristic directions which 
are associated with the center unstable, center, and center stable manifolds [22]. Hence 
the eigenvectors of the metric tensor still have well-defined time asymptotic limits, but 
with an algebraic convergence rate, as we will show in chapter 4.4. 
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Chapter 3 
Finite Time Liapunov Exponent and 8 Line Topology 
In this chapter, we will develop the basic theory on finite time Liapunov exponents, 
a quantity that plays an essential role in understanding the chaotic transport process. 
The basic constraints on the spatial and time dependences of the finite time Liapunov 
exponent is inferred from the fact that the Riemann-Christoffel tensor has to vanish in 
a flat space. We will relate the spatial variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
directly to the topology of the field line of the 800 vector, a direction along which 
neighboring points converge exponentially in time. The main results of this chapter are 
summarized in chapter 3.1 for readers who are concerned with the physics of transport 
only and wish to skip this chapter. 
3.1 Overview 
In general, the finite time Liapunov exponent of a two dimensional conservative 
system can be decomposed into three parts, 
where 
and w00 is the infinite time Liapunov exponent. The spatial dependence of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent is related to the topology of the 8 line through ~({) by 
800 • Vw({, t) + V • Soo = 0. 
w({) is a smooth function of position due to the smoothness of the vector field Soc· If 
the s line is fiat, V · 800 is sma.ll and hence the variation of w({, t) is slow along the s 
19 
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line. On the other hand, if the i line has a sharp bend, V · 8oo has large variation and 
w(~, t) can change substantially. Such change is usually a sharp drop in the finite time 
Liapunov exponent as the i line encounters a sharp curvature. In particular, for the 
standard map one can show that for the i line curvature~= lioo · Vs00l » 1, the finite 
time Liapunov exponent has a direct dependence on the curvature of the So line, 
w(e, t) oc -(eoft) In~ 
with eo a constant independent of the perturbation parameter k in standard map. 
In a chaotic region, the statistical average of the finite time Liapunov exponent is 
(w) = (w)ft + (1)/..fi +w00 
and the variance of w(e, t) is 
( 2
) ( )2 _ (J(a,t)2)- {!(a,t))2 2({wf(a,t))- {w){f(a,t))) {G?)- {w)2 
w - w - t + t,3/2 + t2 
For large t ( t > 1 f w), the standard deviation of the finite time Liapunov exponent is 
with 
Uo, Jr> = t~ c uce, t) ), uce, t)2) >· 
The function f(e, t) has a very weak time dependence, hence /o and It are essentially 
constants in an ergodic region for large t (numerical results suggest t > 1/w is enough). 
However the weak time dependence of f(e, t) is strongly coupled with the its spatial 
dependence. This is demonstrated by the fact that although f(e, t) does not have any 
gradient along the i line, it does develop exponentially increasing gradient away from 
the s00 direction, 
lim ln(Vo/{a, t) · Vo/(a, t)) =woo. 
t-+00 2t 
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This peculiarity of the /(~, t) function leads to the strong variation of the finite time 
Liapunov exponents across the 8 line. Consequently it is an extremely challenging task 
to evaluate w00 through w00 = l.i.mt-+oo w({, t). On the other hand, it is straightforward 
to compute the infinite time Liapunov exponent through 
(w} = (w}ft + (/}/vt + w00 • 
It is interesting to point out that function w determines the asymmetry in the pro~ 
ability distribution function of the finite time Liapunov exponents in a chaotic region, 
while function/({, t) determines the convergence of the standard deviation of the pro~ 
ability distribution function of the finite time Liapunov exponents. The function w is 
also the one that relates the topology of the s line to the spatial dependence of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent (which demonstrates strong regularity). In contrast, function 
/(~, t) has almost zero mean but develops exponentially growing gradient away from 
500 direction that leads to the fractal characteristic of the spatial distribution of the 
finite time Liapunov exponents (which shows strong irregularity). It is to be shown in 
chapter 4.5 that function w is responsible for the description of transport barriers in 
the chaotic systems while function/({, t) characterize the fractal nature of the chaotic 
diffusive transport. 
3.2 Basic theory 
The flatness of the space is manifested by the vanishing curvature or the Riemann-
Christoffel tensor. The covariant component of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor is [23] 
1 ( fPgOJJ filgpv filgp6 fPgav ) 
Ra11"6 = 2 fJxPfJx" + axaa;J - axaaxv - fJxPfJx" 
+gpcr(r~rp" - r~rp~), (3-48) 
where qk is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind, 
ri. = ~9"(a9;l + a9lk _ ag";) ]k - 2 fJxk 8xi axl ' (3-49) 
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with 9ii (gii) the covariant {contravariant) component of the metric tensor of the space. 
It is easy to show that r}k = r~;· 
In two dimensional space, there is only one independent component of the Riemann-
Christoffel tensor. Let it be R1212, 
In a fiat space, it is straightforward to show that the Riemann-Christoffel tensor 
vanishes since the metric tensor in ordinary Cartesian coordinates is a unit matrix in 
its covariant and contravariant representations. Under a coordinate transformation, a 
vanishing tensor, such as the Riemann-Christoffel tensor, will remain zero. The metric 
tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates is closely related to the Liapunov exponent (both 
infinite time and finite time) and the characteristic directions which determine the 
asymptotic behavior of neighboring points, in particular, the 800 direction along which 
neighboring points converge exponentially in time and the rapid diffusive transport 
occurs. 
Combining equation (2-33} and equation (2-34) one can express the metric tensor in 
terms of the finite time Liapunov exponent (w) and the orthonormal eigenvectors of the 
metric tensor (eo and so). We find that the R1212 component ofthe Riemann-Christoffel 
tensor is 
R1212 - a2t? exp(2wt) + a1texp(2wt) + ao exp{2wt) + 
~t2 exp(-2wt) + b1texp(-2wt) + boexp(-2wt), (3-51) 
where 
a2 - -2(so · Vow)2; (3-52) 
a1 - -so· Vo(so ·Vow)- 3(Vo · 5o)(8o ·Vow); (3-53) 
ao - -so· Vo(Vo ·So)- (Vo · 5o)2 ; (3-54) 
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bo - So· Vo(Vo ·So)+ (Vo · 8o)2;. 
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(3-55) 
(3-56) 
(3-57) 
Vanishing Riemann-Christoffel tensor (R1212 = 0 in two dimensional space) requires 
that 
(3-58) 
which says that in a chaotic flow a2t2 + a1 t + ao converges exponentially in time to zero. 
In the limit of t ~ oo, one has 
2(soo · Vow)2 + soo · Vo(soo ·VoW)+ 3(Vo · soo)(soo ·Vow) 
+soo · Vo(Vo · soo) + (Vo · Soo)2 = 0 (3-59) 
where 
Soo ·Vow= lim 800 • Vowt. t-+oo (3-60) 
Equation (3-60) allows an arbitrary function f(e, t) satisfying soo · Vof(e, t) = 0 to be 
included in w. Hence the finite time Liapunov exponent can be written as 
(3-61) 
with the infinite time Liapunov exponent w00 a spatial and time independent function 
in a given chaotic region (as explored by a single 8 line). The time dependence of the 
somewhat pathological function J(e, t) is bounded by~' 
lim f(e, t)f../i = o. 
t-+oo 
(3-62) 
It will be shown that w(e) is a smooth function of position and satisfies equation (3-65) 
or (3-66). The pathology of function J(e, t) is illustrated by equations (3-70) {3-73) and 
(3-74}. 
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In general the finite time Liapunov exponent has the form given by equation (3-
61) and equation (3-59) relates the topology of the 8 lines to the finite time Liapunov 
exponents through w. One can write equation (3-59) as 
Soo · V'oT + 1(21- V'o · Soo) = 0 (3-63) 
with 
(3-64) 
There are two possible solutions to equation (3-63). The obvious solution is 1 = 0, i.e., 
Soo · V'ow + V'o · Soo = 0. 
IT equation (3-65) does not hold anywhere, then equation (3-63) demands that 
800 ·'Yo In T + 21- Vo · 800 = 0. 
(3-65) 
(3-66) 
Equation (3-65) or equation (3-66) is the general constraint which relates the topology 
of the s lines to the finite time Liapunov exponents. The smoothness of the flow field 
v(x, t) implies the smoothness of the §00 field which in return implies that w is a smooth 
function of position. Numerical investigation suggests that equation (3-65) holds in 
favor of equation (3-66) in two dimensional conservative systems such as the standard 
map. Further discussion in this paper will use equation (3-65) to relate the finite time 
Liapunov exponent to the topology of the s line. 
In two dimensional space, it can be shown (see appendix A) that 
{3-67) 
with 
~ = soo • Vosoo {3-68) 
the curvature of the § line. For " :F 0, equation {3-65) can be written as 
Soo • V'o(w -ln..;~·~)+ Soo · (~ x Vo x ~)/"2 = 0. {3-69) 
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Hence we have related the finite time Liapunov exponent directly to the curvature of 
the s line. Equation {3-69) implies that the rate of variation of the finite time Liapunov 
exponent along the s line is proportional to the rate of variation of the s line curvature. 
More discussion on this point can be found in chapter 3.3.2. 
The pathology of function f(e, t) is suggested by the extremely poor convergence 
of w({, t) to w00 in numerical studies. This is due to the fact that e00 • VQW(e, t)t 
diverges exponentially in time despite 800 • V0w(e, t)t converging exponentially to its 
time asymptotic limit -Vo · 800 • In fact, for flow field with em and m;::: 2, 
lim ln(Vo/({, t) · Vof(e, t)) =woo. 
Hoo 2t (3-70) 
However, more specific properties of f(e, t) can be characterized in a statistical sense 
which is related to the statistical description of the finite time Liapunov exponent. The 
statistical average of the finite time Liapunov exponent can be written as 
(3-71) 
The variance of the distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponent is 
( 2> _ (w}2 = {w
2} - (w}2 + uce, t)2}- uce, t)}2 + 2({wJ(e, t)}- (w)(f(e, t)}) (3-72) 
w ~ t ~ 
Since the standard deviation (CT = .j(w2)- {w)2/(w}) of the distribution of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent has a 1/vt dependence fort» 1/w, CT(t) = CTo/vt, the statis-
tical average of 1 C e, t) has to converge to a time independent function, 
lim {f{e, t)} = /o; 
t-+oo 
The standard deviation of the finite time Liapunov exponent fort» 1/w is then 
CT(t) = ( J Jf- 18 /w00 )t-ll2 • 
(3-73) 
(3-74) 
(3-75) 
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We note that {f(e, t)) and {f(e, t)2) converge rapidly to fo and f'f. The mean of the 
finite time Liapunov exponent is accurately approximated by 
(w) = (w) /t + fol Vi+ W00 (3-76) 
with (w) and fo two constants. 
3.3 Topology of the s line 
The topology of the s line directly affects the spatial dependence of the finite time 
Liapunov exponent. There exists generic features for purely hyperbolic systems and 
general nonhyperbolic systems. 
3.3.1 Purely hyperbolic systems 
The general constraint can be simplified in special cases. One such special solution 
occurs when the finite time Liapunov exponent has an uniform convergence rate along 
the s line, 800 ·'Vow( e) = 0. This condition is satisfied in some purely hyperbolic systems 
such as Arnold's cat map [15] in which w(e, t) = w00 • 
Since 800 ·Vow= 0 with w given by equation (3-60), the general constraint given by 
equation (3-65) is now reduced to Vo · 800 = 0. If the constraint is given by equation 
(3-66), one has 
Soo · 'Vo(Vo · Soo) + (Vo · 800 ) 2 = 0. (3-77) 
Equation {3-77) demands that Vo · 800 decrease along 8 line without bound. Hence it is 
necessary for V o • 800 to vanish. The general constraint for system having an uniform 
convergence rate for the finite time Liapunov exponent along the 8 line is then to require 
the 800 field to be divergence-free, 
Vo ·Soo =0. (3-78) 
In the case of Arnold's cat map, which is given by 
Xn+l = Xn + Yn and Yn+l = Xn + 2Yn 1 (mod(l)), (3-79) 
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500 is found to be a constant and the 8 lines are given by y = {1/2- VS/2}x. 
It is generic for 2D purely hyperbolic conservative systems which are ergodic in the 
whole space to have straights lines. Since the system is hyperbolic in the whole space, 
there is no singular point for the 800 and e00 vector fields. The 800 being divergence-free 
implies that the curvature of the field line of the e vector is zero. Hence the e lines are 
straight. No singular point for the e vector in the whole space implies that these straight 
e lines have to be parallel. As the result, the 8 lines which are always perpendicular to 
the e lines, have to be straight also. 
3.3.2 Nonhyperbolic systems 
Under time reversal, the fluid motion is given by dx/dt = -v{x, t}. The separation 
of neighboring points is (dx}2 = g~;>~cJei with g!J> = _xC->eC->eC-) + §(-)§(-) p,C-) 
and ,\ (-> ~ 1. The Liapunov exponent for the time-reversed dynamics is given by .X (-> = 
exp(2w(- > t]. The s~) defines the tangent vector of the unstable manifold of the forward 
dynamics (or motion}. 
At any stable fixed point, the e00 (ore~>) vector, which is orthogonal to the 800 (or 
s~>} vector, is singular. The 800 and s~> vector are ill-defined at a stable fixed point. 
The integrable regions of the flow consist of s~called KAM surfaces on which the 
§00 vector is well-defined. KAM surfaces are invariant under time reversal. Since the 
§00 vector lies in the KAM surface, 800 and~) have to be tangent to each other. The 
s lines then coincide with the §(-> lines. 
In a chaotic region, 800 and §~) are also well-defined. For two dimensional systems, 
the region in which 800 and~) are transverse (but not necessarily perpendicular) to 
each other is called hyperbolic. However, the 800 and s~> can lie along each other. 
That is, the s and s<-> lines can have tangencies at some points in the chaotic region. 
These are the nonhyperbolic points in the chaotic region of a flow in 2D. The most 
obvious effect of these tangencies is to force either the s or §(-> line to bend over, 
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Figure 3-1: One s line (solid line) and one sC-> line (dotted line) of standard map at 
k = 50.0. Circles label the dominant transport barriers (the density of the circles is 
proportional to the Logarithm of the s line curvature and hence inverse proportional to 
the finite time Liapunov exponent). 
Fig. (3-1). Hence the bending of the s line is generic for nonhyperbolic chaotic systems. 
In the more familiar case where invariant manifolds exist, these ta.ngencies are related to 
the homoclinic and heteroclinic nondegenerate tangencies (22]. For dissipative systems, 
these tangencies force the unstable manifold to fold back on itself and leads to the 
condensation of the strange attractor. A simple example is the Henan map (24]. 
Since 500 • 500 = 1, the curvature of the s line is related to the curl of the s00 field, 
(3-80) 
In 20 conservative systems such as the divergence-free flow, one can introduce a new 
vector f = (Ft, F2) with 
{3-81) 
One can show (see appendix B) that the curvature of the 8 line in two dimensional 
systems is then given by 
... 4 " 4 (4 -r)4 K. = -s00 X v o X S00 = - S00 • .r e00 {3-82) 
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and the divergence of the 800 field is given by 
(3-83) 
Here we have chosen the convention 800 = e00 x z. Equations (3-81) (3-82) and (3-83) 
enable one to evaluate the curvature of the 8 line and the divergence of 800 field using the 
derivatives of the metric tensor. Given the functional form of the flow field, the metric 
tensor and its derivative can be determined without taking numerical derivatives. Hence 
K. and Vo · 500 can be found directly instead of relying on numerical differencing scheme 
which demands extra care in the neighborhood of large s line curvature. 
3.4 Finite time Liapunov exponent 
In chapter 3.3.1, we will first give some statistical properties of the finite time Li-
apunov exponents. The spatial dependence of the finite time Liapunov exponents will 
be illustrated in chapter 3.3.2. 
3.4.1 Statistical properties of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
The probability distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponents w(e, t = to) = 
ln..\(€,t = t0 )/2t0 is approximately gaussian, Fig.(3-2). The difference between the 
distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponents and a gaussian distribution becomes 
smaller as one samples the finite time Liapunov exponent at a longer time interval 
(larger to)· For large to (compared with the Liapunov time), the standard deviation of 
the distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponent scales as 1/ VfO. 
It is worth-noting that the stochastic layer in weakly chaotic systems is mainly 
responsible for the distribution of abnormally small finite time Liapunov exponents, 
Fig. (3-2). It is well known that the stickiness of the stochastic layer is due to the 
existence of cantori with narrow gaps. Once the trajectory is trapped in between the 
last KAM surface and the cantori, the small gaps in the cantori are the only routes by 
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Figure 3-2: The distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponent is approximately 
gaussian. The far left end of the distribution function is related to the stickiness of the 
stochastic layers in weakly chaotic systems (e.g. standard map with k = 1.5). 
which trajectories can cross and enter the larger chaotic sea. If one identifies points cor-
responding to the abnormally small finite time Liapunov exponents, one can essentially 
recover the stochastic layers, Fig. (3-3). 
Despite the simplicity of the functional form for the finite time Liapunov exponent as 
given by equation (3-61), the ever wilder variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
across the s line as suggested by equation (3-70) makes the numerical investigation of 
equation (3-61) difficult. This problem does not occur if one evaluates the statistical 
mean of the finite time Liapunov exponent. We find that for a wide range of t, equation 
(3-76) describes the numerical results with high accuracy, Fig. {3-4). It is interesting 
to note that equation (3-76) is an accurate approximation even for small t. Similarly 
the numerical data of the standard deviation of the finite time Liapunov exponent is 
described accurately by equation (3-72) from t :::::: 1/w to t » 1/w. This reduces to 
equation (3-75) for large t (t » 1/w). 
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Figure 3-3: (a). The phase portrait ofthe standard map fork= 1.5. The regions appear 
having a higher density are the stochastic layers; (b). The parts of the phase space give 
rise to the far left end of the finite time Liapunov exponent distribution (Fig. 3-2). 
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Figure 3-4: The statistical mean of the finite time Liapunov exponent (w), equation 
(3-76}, is plotted versus t. (a). Standard map wi~h k = 1.5. The solid line is given by 
(w) = 1.103763/t- 0.04191/./t + 0.069894. (b). Standard map with k = 20. The solid 
line is given by (w) = 1.2506/t + 0.001745/.fi + 4.0986. 
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3.4.2 Spatial dependence of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
The spatial distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponent at any given time 
t = to, w(e, to), is strongly anisotropic. In the 800 direction, the direction along which 
neighboring points converge exponentially in time and the rapid entropy-generating 
transport occurs, w(e, to) varies smoothly, as suggested by equation (3-65) and (3-66). 
In particular, w(e, t) varies slowly along the Bat segments of the s line and can only have 
large variation when the s line has a sharp bend. Away from the 800 direction, w(e, to) 
has large spatial derivatives as suggested by equation (3-70) and equation (3-61). The 
strong spatial variation of the finite time Liapunov exponents in directions other than 
800 leads to the apparent concentration of the entropy-generating transport on a fractal 
set. 
To demonstrate the smooth variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent along the 
800 direction, one can use the standard map 
Xn+l = Xn - k /27r sin 27rYn and Yn+l = Yn + Xn+I (3-84) 
to define a 20 divergence-free flow and generate the 8 line. The finite time Liapunov 
exponents are then evaluated along the s line and plotted as a function of the distance 
along the s line, Fig. (3-5). One can see that w(e, t) varies slowly for large distance which 
are separated by sharp dips. The dips in w(e, t) occur where the s line has a sharp bend, 
Fig. (3-5). In weakly chaotic systems, the hierarchy of island chain structure and the 
existence of cantori with narrow gaps imply the presence of many scales for the flat 
segments of the s line. This is easily seen in figure {3-6), where the control parameter 
k = 1.5 in standard map and the s line is launched in the chaotic sea. In figure (3-7}, 
we show an s line inside the stochastic layer (standard map with k = 1.5). The finite 
time Liapunov exponent has the same kind of property shown in figure (3-5} and figure 
(3-6), but the average value for w(e, to) is now about one third of that in the larger 
chaotic sea, Fig. (3-8). 
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Figure 3-5: The finite time Liapunov exponent and the curvature of the 8 line are plotted 
versus the distance along the s line. The sharp drops in w(e, to) occur when the 8 has 
a large curvature. These are for standard map with k = 50.0 which represents chaotic 
systems that are far from integrable. 
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Figure 3-6: Same as Fig. 3-5, but these are for standard map with k = 1.5 which 
represents weakly chaotic systems and the s line is launched in the chaotic sea. 
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Figure 3-7: Part of an s line which is started inside the stochastic layer of standard map 
with k = 1.5. 
The exact analytical form describing the variation of the finite time Liapunov ex-
ponent along the s line is given by equation (3-65). The divergence of the 800 field is 
related to the derivative of the metric tensor through equation (3-83). The first term 
in equation (3-65), 800 ·VoW, can also be related to the derivative of the metric tensor. 
It is shown in appendix B that 
(3-85) 
with vector g = (gt, g2) defined as 
(3-86) 
The exponential convergence of§ · 'Vwt + V · s to zero as suggested by equation (3-58) 
can be seen in figure (3-9). Equation {3-65) can be numerically validated for standard 
map to accessible machine precision. 
Along the s line, the finite time Liapunov exponent reaches maxima. at points with 
Vo ·800 = 0 and 800 • Vo(Vo·s00 ) > 0. The minima for w(e, t) along the s line are located 
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Figure 3-8: The finite time Liapunov exponent and the curvature of the s line are plotted 
versus the distance along the s line shown in Fig. 3-7. 
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Figure 3-9: ~(~, t) = Is· 'Vo(wt) + Vo · sl exponentially converges to zero. ~(~, t) is 
evaluated at point (0.3, 0.6) for standard map with k = 5.0. 
at point with V'o · 800 = 0 and 800 • Vo (Vo · 800 ) < 0. Since 8 = e x z, one can show that 
(3-87) 
where the curvature (~e = eoo. 'Voeoo) of the field line o£ the eoo vector is related to the 
divergence of the s00 vector by 
(3-88) 
Hence the local minima for the finite time Liapunov exponent are located at points 
satisfying "-e = 0 and \1 · ~e > 0. The local maxima are positioned at which "-e = 0 and 
'V · ~e < 0. In terms of the topology of the s line, the minima for the finite time Liapunov 
exponent are attained when the s line encounters sharp bends (large curvature), while 
the maxima are somewhere in the region where the 8 line is flat. 
In regions where the s line curvature is large, we find that the function win equation 
(3-61) has simple functional approximation. At fixed to we find that the finite time 
Liapunov exponent has a linear dependence on the logarithm of the curvature o£ the 
s line (or the curl of the 800 field) for "' » 1/ Lo with Lo the spatial scale of the flow, 
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Figure 3-10: The finite time Liapunov exponent has a linear dependence on the loga-
rithm of the curvature of the s line for weakly chaotic systems. (standard map with 
k = 1.3.) 
Fig. (3-10} and Fig. (3-11). The w(to) vs. lnl\': for different bends of the s line at time 
t0 have the same slopes which are also independent of the perturbation parameter k in 
the standard map. These slopes are found to be inversely proportional to the time to, 
Fig. (3-12), as required by equation (3-61). One can introduce an average curvature R 
for the s line 
(3-89) 
Similarly one can define the average divergence of the 800 field as 
(3-90) 
The divergence of the 800 field is related to the curvature of the e line by equation 
(3-88). The averaging in equation (3-89) and equation (3-90) is over the ergodic region 
explored by a singles line. Since thee line can enter the regular region (KAM islands), 
Re should be understood as the average curvature of the e line in a chaotic region. 
The properties described above implies that one can decompose function w into two 
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Figure 3-11: The finite time Liapunov exponent has a linear dependence on the Log-
arithm of the curvature of the s line for chaotic systems that are far from integrable. 
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Figure 3-12: The finite time Liapunov exponent is found to be w =-eo/to In~+ Ct for 
large curvature ~ of the s line, K. » w with w the average s line curvature in a chaotic 
region. co= 0.331 is a constant for standard map. Circle: k =50; Uptriangle: k = 2.8; 
Square: k = 1.3; Solid Curve is given by y = -0.3315/x. 
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components 
w = -co ln(l + ~) + wo(e), (3-91) 
where i;. = K/R. is the normalized curvature for the s line and co is a constant. The 
second term wo(~) is the slow varying component with lsoo · Voi:Jol ~ R.e (R.e is defined 
in equation (3-90)). The first term -co ln(1 +~)is a fast varying function if l'i. » R., but 
it is extremely slow-varying otherwise. Combining equation (3-91) and equation (3-61), 
one has 
w = -(co/t) ln(l + ~) + wo(e)/t + f(e, t)/Vt + w00 • (3-92) 
For standard map we find numerically that the constant co= 0.331, Fig. (3-12). 
The simple and generic relation between the finite time Liapunov exponent and the 
large curvature of the s line implies the prevalence of the asymmetry of the probability 
distribution function of the finite time Liapunov exponent. 
3.5 Dissipative systems 
The preceding discussion on two dimensional conservative systems has simple anal-
ogy in dissipative systems. Without losing any generality, the metric tensor of the 
Lagrangian coordinates for an arbitrary two dimensional system can be written as 
(3-93) 
The two positive eigenvalues are related to the two finite time Liapunov exponents WI 
and -w.z, 
.At = exp2wtt; 
.A2 = exp 2W,zt. 
(3-94) 
(3-95) 
The product of the two eigenvalues is related to the Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordi-
nates by 
(3-96) 
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The system is conservative if J = 1 and dissipative if J < 1. 
For an arbitrary two dimensional system, the vanishing Riemann-Christoffel tensor 
in a flat space demands R1212 = 0 with 
where 
(3-98) 
at - -So· Vo(So · VoWt)- 2(Vo · 8o)(So · Vowt)- (Vo · so)(So · Vo"-'2); (3-99) 
ao - -So· Vo(V'o ·so)- (Vo · so)2; {3-100) 
~ - -{eo· VoWoJ)2 - (eo· VWoJ)(eo · Vw1); {3-101) 
bt 
- eo· Vo(eo · VoW2) + (Vo · eo)(eo · V'ow2) + (Vo · eo)(eo • Vowl); (3-102) 
bo - so· Vo{Vo ·So)+ (Vo · 8o)2. (3-103) 
If the Jacobian does not have a spatial dependence, w1 and W2 can be trivially related 
to each other. One then ends up with a similar constraint as that for the conservative 
system, i.e., the finite time Liapunov exponent can always be written as 
{3-104) 
with s00 ·Volt = 0 and 
soo · Vowt + Vo · Boo = 0. {3-105) 
Above relation can be checked numerically to available machine precision in two dimen-
sional dissipative systems such as the Henon map. 
A direct implication of above relation is that the statistical mean of the finite time 
Liapunov exponent has the form of 
(w) = (w)jt + (f)/Vt + w00 • {3-106) 
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The standard deviation of the probability distribution of the finite time Liapunov ex-
ponent also has a 1 / .Jt dependence. 
The equations which relate the finite time Liapunov exponent to the topology of 
the stable manifold are not as easily appreciated as those in the case of conservative 
systems. This is primarily due to the existence of strange attractors in dissipative 
systems, which are foliages of unstable manifolds. Since the time asymptotic state of 
the system settles on the strange attractor and the stable manifolds are transverse to 
the attractor in most places, the variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent along 
the s lines does not seem to be a big concern. However, this is true only for clean 
dynamics. In any realistic physics situation, the deterministic dynamics are inevitably 
coupled to external stochastic drive. The trajectory will then explore the neighborhood 
of the strange attractors of the clean dynamics. If the external stochastic drive is of 
sufficiently high amplitude, the trajectory could sneak out one basin of attraction and 
enter another basin of attraction for different attractors, and vice verse. This is called 
stochastic transition in multi-attractor dissipative systems [25). 
The s line starting from a strange attractor stays in the basin of attraction of that 
attractor. A finite time Liapunov exponent can be defined anywhere inside the basin 
of attraction and its magnitude can be related to the finite time Liapunov exponent at 
a point on the strange attractor by equation (3-105). Since the finite time Liapunov 
exponent thus defined in the basin of attraction is relevant in describing the transient 
time or the spread of the density distribution around the strange attractor, the topology 
of the s lines is useful in describing the noisy attractor. This is important to noisy 
chaotic signal reconstruction. It has been demonstrated that although the strange 
attractor is heavily smeared, the density distribution and the basic topology of the 
smeared attractor are still reliable constraints for model reconstruction. For example, 
symbol sequence statistics obtained by coarse-graining the state space has proven to be 
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successful in recovering model parameters even if the noise amplitude is higher than the 
signal amplitude (26, 27]. 
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Chapter 4 
Advection-Diffusion Equation 
In this chapter, a formal Lagrangian treatment of the advection-diffusion equation 
will be presented for a chaotic flow. Chapter 4.1 will give an overview for the passive 
scalar transport problem. We will introduce the natural Lagrangian coordinate system 
in chapter 4.2 and give an exact solution to the passive scalar problem, both for 2D and 
3D. Some numerical illustrations on the chaotic transport will be shown in chapter 4.3. 
The advection-diffusion equation is reexamined in chapter 4.4 in the integrable regions 
of the flow. Finally we discuss the existence of generic transport barriers in chaotic 
systems. 
4.1 Transport of a passive scalar 
The evolution of a conserved quantity in a fluid, such as the concentration 4> of a 
contaminant, obeys the equation [1] 
8c/>f8t + v · Vc/> = -(V • r d)/p (4-107) 
where v{x, t) is the fluid velocity, pis the O.uid density, and r dis the diffusive flux, which 
has the approximate form r d = -pDV c/>. If the flow velocity v(x, t) is assumed known, 
then equation ( 4-107) is said to describe the evolution of a passive scalar. The evolution 
of a passive scalar has been the subject of extensive theoretical and experimental work 
(2, 28, 29, 30, 31, 3, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 7, 5, 6, 37, 38, 39, 40, 8, 9]. 
Fluid points obey dxjdt = v(x, t) and the separation or neighboring fluid points 
is given by d!jdt = ! · Vv. A chaotic O.ow means neighboring fluid points separate 
exponentially in time, o ~ cfo exp(wt), with w the Liapunov exponent and oo the initial 
45 
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separation. The inverse of the Liapunov exponent 1/w, or the Liapunov time, defines a 
natural time scale for a. chaotic flow. Even nonturbulent flows are generically chaotic. 
The characteristic dimensionless parameter n for the chaotic transport problem is 
the ratio of the characteristic diffusion time scale and the Lia.punov time of the flow. 
Hence n ::: wL2 / D, where L is the typical spatial scale, D is the diffusivity and w the 
Liapunov exponent of the flow. If the characteristic diffusion time scale is much longer 
than the Liapunov time 1/w of the flow, i.e., n » 1, the chaotic transport is given by 
ideal advection (the scalar is carried by the fluid element along its trajectory) for time 
less than ta -1/2w with ta = {ln20)/2w. The ideal advection causes the gradient of the 
scalar field to increase by a. factor of n. Then a rapid diffusion occurs and causes the 
flattening of the gradient and associated entropy production during the relatively short 
interval 1/w centered on the time ta. 
The disparity of the two time scales, the characteristic diffusion time scale and the 
Liapunov time of the flow, induces a. large spatial anisotropy of the diffusive transport. 
Such spatial anisotropy is of order 0 2 which is much larger than the separation of 
the two time scales 0. A typical plasma or fluid problem has 0 ~ 108 • The rapid 
entropy-generating transport occurs in the direction along which neighboring fluid points 
converge exponentially in time, the so-called 800 direction. The integral curve of the 
Soc vector, the so-called s line, is the basis for the construction of natural Lagrangian 
coordinates, a special set of Lagrangian coordinates in which one of the coordinate axis 
is aligned with the Soc vector so that the rapid entropy-generating transport is confined 
to one coordinate direction only. In next section, we will illustrate how to construct 
natural Lagrangian coordinate system and give an exact solution to the passive scalar 
problem in both 2D and 3D. 
The existence of a. characteristic chaotic transport time scale ta. implies that the finite 
time Liapunov exponent rather than the infinite time Liapunov exponent determines the 
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chaotic transport. The finite time Liapunov exponent w(e, t) depends on both position 
and time while the infinite time Liapunov exponent is a constant in one ergodic region. 
The probability distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponent is approximately 
gaussian, hence it induces a large spread in the time during which the diffusion is 
important. The spatial distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponent at any given 
time t = to is also strongly anisotropic. In the 800 direction, the direction along which 
neighboring points converge exponentially in time and the rapid entropy-generating 
transport occurs, w(e, to) varies smoothly. Away from this direction, w(e, to) has large 
spatial derivatives. In fact, the smooth variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
along the s line provides additional reason for the utilization of the natural Lagrangian 
coordinates. 
The global diffusive transport occurs along the s line in a chaotic flow. The segments 
of the s line on which the finite time Liapunov exponent has a sharp dip are barriers 
for the chaotic entropy-generating transport. Hence the transport barriers are located 
where the s lines have a sharp bend. In last chapter, we have shown that the finite time 
Liapunov exponent w(e, t) can always be written in the form given in equation (3-61) 
w(e, t) = w(e)/t + J(e, t)/Vt + w00 
with §00 • Vof(e, t) = 0 and w00 the infinite time Liapunov exponent. The finite time 
Liapunov exponent is directly related to the topology of an s line by equation {3-65} 
soo · Vow + Vo · 800 = 0, 
which says that the finite time Liapunov exponent varies slowly along the flat segments 
of the s line but has strong drops where the s line encounters a sharp bend. 
The location ec of the transport barrier can be found for any given flow field by 
solving equation (4-163) 
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with if.e = -(V' · s00 )s00 which is also the curvature of the field line of the vector e00 , 
the direction of maximum trajectory diverging. The core of the transport barrier is 
approximately bounded by the curve satisfying equation (4-164) 
The width of the core of the transport barrier is about 1/ "(e,). The transport barriers 
in a chaotic region are always related to the surviving KAM islands, even though the 
size of the KAM islands may appear insignificant. 
Our study is based on Lagrangian coordinates. Positions in space, x, are transformed 
into Lagrangian coordinates, e, using the function x(e, t), which is defined by x(e, t = 
0) = e and (8xfot)F. = v{x, t). The evolution equation for a passive scalar, Eq. {4-107), 
is equivalent in Lagrangian coordinates to the diffusion equation with a tensor difi'usivity 
( 84>) 1 ~ a .. o4> at F. = Po ~ oei poD'1 oei . {4-108) 
The tensor diffusivity, Dii = Dgii, is the diffusion coefficient D times the metric tensor 
of Lagrangian coordinates, gii := vei · Vei, and Po(e) is the initial density profile, 
po(x) = p(x, t = 0). The magnitude of the gradient of <Pis given by 
{4-109} 
The effect of the flow on the evolution of a passive scalar is, therefore, determined by 
the metric tensor of Lagrangian coordinates gii. 
The derivation of equation (4-108} is straight forward. Time derivatives in ordi-
nary and Lagrangian coordinates are related by (84>/at)F. = (8</J/Ot)x + v · Vt/J. The 
divergence of the diffusive flux can be written in Lagrangian coordinates as V · r d = 
(1 I J) E o(JT' di)/Bei with J the Jacobian of Lagrangian coordinates, .f2 = 1/llgiin. 
The time evolution of the fluid density and the Lagrangian Jacobian are related by 
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pJ = Po({). The contravariant components of the diffusive flux are given by r i = 
-pD '£.gii8¢/8{i. Combining results one obtains equation (4-108). 
For simplicity we will assume that the initial density distribution Po({) is a constant. 
The diffusion equation, Eq. (4-108), can then be written in Lagrangian coordinates as 
8¢/at = -Vo · 'Y with 'Y = -D · Vo¢ (4-110) 
and f> the tensor diffusivity Dii. Equation {4-110) maximizes an entropy-like quantity 
while holding J rf>d3{ constant. The time derivative of S, 
dSfdt =- jh · Vo¢)cf{ 
is always positive since gii is a positive definite tensor. 
4.2 Solving the transport equation in natural Lagrangian coordinates 
4.2.1 2D passive scalar problem 
(4-111) 
{4-112) 
The evolution properties of passive scalars can be illustrated by considering a two di-
mensional divergence-free flow of which the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates 
can be written as 
gii = A-1 ee +Ass {4-113) 
with the eigenvalue A ~ 1. (V · v = 0 implies llgiill = 1.) The infinite time Liapunov 
exponent Woo is given by 
w00 = ln(A)/2t as t ~co. {4-114) 
A flow is said to be chaotic if w00 > 0; otherwise it is said to be integrable. The finite 
time Liapunov exponent w{{, t) is related to the eigenvalue of the metric tensor by 
..\ = exp(2wt). 
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The eigenvectors of the metric tensor e and s depend on position and time. But, 
they converge to time independent functions of Lagrangian position for.).» 1. The time 
asymptotic eigenvectors are of primary interest, we use the symbols e00 (E) and s00(e) 
to denote these vectors. The finite time eigenvectors are related to the asymptotic 
eigenvectors by 
(4-115) 
where u(t) is a bounded function that measures the rate of convergence. In a chaotic 
region, the 800 vector lies in the stable manifold of the flow, which is differentiable [18). 
In an integrable region, the §00 vector lies in the KAM surfaces of the flow. The e00 
vector is orthogonal to the §00 vector, which implies that e00 is singular at all stable fixed 
points. Thee and s lines are defined as the solutions, e{a) and e(/3), to the differential 
equations 
(4-116) 
The quantities a and /3 can be used as a natural Lagrangian coordinate system for the 
study of the evolution of a passive scalar. The relation between the eigenvectors and a 
and /3 is 
(4-117) 
The Jacobian of the a-/3 coordinates is ab. 
The a-/3 coordinate system simplifies the diffusion equation, Eq. (4-110). In these 
coordinates one has 
8cJ> 18 18 
- = ---(oo-ya)- --(alr('J) 
at ab 8a ab 8/3 (4-118) 
where "(0 and 'Y/3 are the fluxes in the a and /3 directions, 
(4-119) 
(4-120) 
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The diffusion coefficients are Dee :: eoo · D · e00 , D 1e :: 800 • .f> • eoo, and D ,, = Boo • D · 800 • 
For A » 1, these coefficients satisfy the inequalities Dee ~ De-'a.Jt « D,e ~ -uD « 
D6 , ~ De'll..Jt. The properties of equation (4-118) can be understood by making the 
rough approximations that a= b = 1, w a constant, and u = 0. Letting n = wf~D, 
an initial distribution cf>o = co(l -cos ka)(l -cos k{:J) will relax as 
¢ = co{l- exp(-(1- e-2wt)/211] cos ka}{l- exp[-(e'll..Jt- 1)/20.] cos k/3}, (4-121) 
which has the limit¢= co{l-exp( -1/20.) cos ka} as t goes to infinity. For n » 1, the 
function¢ retains its initial a dependence. Fort < ta- l/2w with ta = ln(211)/2w the 
solution is accurately approximated by the initial distribution ¢o. The {3 dependence of 
¢>is damped during a short intervall/w centered on the timet = ta. Despite¢> retaining 
its initial a dependence, the magnitude of the gradient of¢> becomes small for t greater 
than ta due to the smallness of the g00 component of the metric tensor. 
More general properties of equation (4-118) can be understood by averaging¢> over 
the {3 coordinate, 
f(a, t) = cf ¢ ab d{3)f(j ab d{j). (4-122) 
For n » 1, the function j(a, t -+ oo) is changed negligible from /o(a) = f(a, t = 0). 
This follows from the conservation properties of Sa=- f(/2 /2)da, which has the time 
derivative dSa/dt =- Jf0(8f f8a)da. The flux ra, which is the {3 average ofyt, scales 
as (w/O)e-'a.Jt, so the change in Sa scales as 1/0.. For large n, the total change inS is 
limited by 
b.S = j [(¢>~/2)- (/~/2)] ab dad{3 (4-123) 
where cf>o is the initial¢>. The change inS is smaller at large than at small n where /o 
would be replaced in equation (4-123} by the spatial average of cf>o. The rate of change 
of S can be written as 
(4-124) 
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The (-yP)2 term gives the main pulse of D.S in the time interval td centered on the time 
ta. On a longer time scale, this term and the (8tPf8a) 2 term give an S production that 
scales as e-2wt. That is, C'JtP) 2 ~ (tP/L} 2 e-2wt fort» ta. It should be noted that the 
strong spatial dependence of the finite time Liapunov exponent produces a large spread 
in the time during which diffusion is important. 
An important, though physically different, application of the passive scalar formal-
ism is to the evolution of a magnetic field in two dimensions (for details, see chapter 
5.2.1). Such a field can be written as B = z x V.,P(x, y, t). The evolution equation is 
8'¢/0t+v·V.,P = ('7/~0)V2,P with '7 the resistivity of the medium. The current flows only 
in the z direction and is j = -V2t/l/J.'o· The production of heat by the Ohmic dissipa-
tion, 77j2 , is concentrated in the time interval1/w. However, the total energy dissipated 
is larger by a factor of n = wL2~o/'7 than the initial magnetic energy f(B6/2~)tJ3x. 
The additional energy comes from the flow during the advection period ta in which the 
field is frozen to the flow. If B2 /21-'o becomes larger than pv2 , the forces associated 
with the field will modify the flow. The simplest modification is to make e direction 
orthogonal to B. 
The properties of the a-{3 coordinates, in particular the properties of the 8 lines, are 
of primary importance in determining the evolution of a passive scalar. One can use 
the standard map [21], 
Xn+I = Xn - (k/2-rr) sin(2tryn) 
Yn+l = Yn + Xn+l• 
(4-125) 
to define a two dimensional flow and generate s curves. The 8 curves are simple when 
the parameter k is small, so the trajectories are integrable, and relatively simple when 
k is very large so essentially all trajectories are highly chaotic, Fig. (4-13). The most 
complicated s curves occur fork of order unity when the phase space has large regions 
of integrable and chaotic trajectories, Fig. (4-14). 
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Figure 4-13: (a) A single orbit lying in the stochastic region generated by the standard 
map at k = 50.0 40,000 times; (b) Ones line in the stochastic region of 4-13.(a). 
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Figure 4-14: (a) A single orbit lying in the stochastic region generated by the standard 
map at k = 1.5 40,000 times; (b) Ones line in the stochastic region of 4-14.(a). 
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4.2.2 3D passive scalar problem 
In two dimensions, the metric tensor is gii = Al1ee + A;1ss. And the curl of e00 
and 800 will be orthogonal to themselves. That is, if we write e00 = ez:i: + eyy and 
800 = sxi+s11y, the curls will lie along the z axis. Hence natural Lagrangian coordinates 
a-{3 can be defined by eoo = aVa and 800 = b'V/3 with Jacobian J0 fJ = ab, using the 
orthonormality of e00 and 800 , soo · 'Va = 0 and eoo · 'V{J = O. 
In three dimensions, we can establish a-/3-(, coordinates such that S00 • Va = 800 • 'V (, = 
0, but in general one can not choose the other coordinate {3 such that e00 • 'V {3 = 
m00 • 'V {3 = 0. To separate out the large component of diffusion, the 800 vector must 
satisfy s00 • 'Va = 0 and 800 • 'V(, = 0. The coordinates a-/3-(, given by the following 
equations 
Va = feoo + gliloo 
'V (, = peoo + qli1oo (4-126) 
v {1 = aeoo + bliloo + cSoo 
satisfy this requirement. The functions /, g, p, q, a, b and c are determined locally by 
the properties of e00 , riloo and 800 from a set of first order differential equations (for a 
proof that such a coordinate system exists in the neighborhood of an arbitrary point, 
see Appendix D). The Jacobian of the a-{1-( coordinates is Jn = 1/{fq- gp)c. In both 
2D and 3D cases, the {1 coordinate gives the direction of rapid diffusion. Diffusion in 
the other coordinate(s) is either severally suppressed or can not be distinguished from 
that in an integrable flow. 
The Liapunov exponent defined earlier is also known as the infinite time Liapunov 
exponent. The finite time Liapunov exponents, which depend on both time and position, 
are related to the eigenvalues of the metric tensor by Al(e, t) = exp(wet), Am(e, t) = 
exp(wmt) and As(e, t) = exp(w6 t). The eigenvectors of the metric tensor e, til and s 
also depend on position and time. They converge to time independent functions of 
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Lagrangian position, the time asymptotic eigenvectors e00(e), liloo(e) and 8oo(e), for 
.X;1 » 1. The convergence of the 8 vector is of most importance, and the finite time 8 
is related to the asymptotic eigenvectors by 
{4-127) 
where am ( t) and a e( t) depend algebraically on time and measure the rate of convergence, 
for a numerical illustration see Fig. (1 ). 
The a-{3-( coordinate system with Jacobian Jn = 1/(/q-gp)c simplifies the diffusion 
equation, Eq. {4-110). In these coordinates one has 
{4-128) 
where '{~, 'Y/3 and 'YC are the fluxes in the a, {3 and ( directions, 
'Ya 8q, 8q, 8<P (4-129) 
-
-Daa-- Dap-- Dat;-8a 8{3 8( 
~ 8<P 8<P 8q, (4-130) - -Dpa-- Dpp-- Dpt;-8a 8{3 8( 
'Y{ 8q, 8<P 8<P (4-131) 
-
-Dt;a-- Dt;p- - D«-8a 8{3 8(' 
with 
Daa = /
2Du + lDmm + 2/gDem (4-132) 
Dop = a
2 Du + b2 Dmm + C Du + 2abDem + 2acDe1 + 2bcDm~ (4-133) 
D« = p
2 Dee + i Dmm + 2pqDem (4-134) 
Da/3 = Dpa = af Du + (bf + ag)Dem + bgDmm + cf Du + cgDm~ (4-135) 
Dt;/3 = Dpt; = apDu + (bp + aq)Dem + bqDmm + cpDe1 + cqDms {4-136) 
Dat; = Dca = fPDee + gqDmm + (/q + gp)Dem. (4-137) 
The diffusion coefficients are Dee :: e00 • fi · eoo, Dem :: eoo · fi · lhoo, Dmm := Moo· 
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set of natural Lagrangian coordinates, the anisotropic properties of the metric tensor 
are inherited by the diffusive flux in the different coordinate directions, i.e., 'YfJ » -ya 
or "fr.. This can be illustrated by considering a chaotic divergence-free flow in which 
w~ = -wr;' = w and w~ = 0. One can show that the diffusion coefficients satisfy the 
inequalities Du ~ Dem ~ D exp( -2wt) « Dmm ~ D ~ De6 ~ Dtre(Dm. ~ Dtrm) « 
Du ~ Dexp(2wt) for>.,~ >.;1 » 1. Consequently, Dpp ~ Dexp(2wt) is much greater 
than D00 , Dr.r,, D0 p, Dr,p, and Da( which are at most bounded by Dcr, cr =sup( ere, cr,}, 
for >., ~ >.; 1 » 1. 
The properties of equation (4-128) can be understood by making the rough approx-
imations that gii = >. - 1e00e00 + ril00ffioo + >.800800 , w = (In).) /2t a constant, and 
f = q = c = 1, g = p = a = b = 0. Then an initial distribution of the scalar field 
¢(t = 0) = co(1- coska){1- cosk/1){1- cosk() relaxes as 
¢ = eo {1- exp(-{1- e-~t)/20]cos ka} 
{1 - exp(-(e~t- l}/20]cos k/1} 
{1- exp( -Dk2t)cosk(} (4-138) 
with n = w I~ D the ratio of the characteristic diffusion time of the passive scalar 
(lfk2 D) and the Liapunov time of the flow (1/w). 
The solution has distinct characteristic dependences in the different coordinate di-
rections. For 0 » I, the function 4> retains its initial a dependence. For t < ta - l/2w 
with ta = ln(20)/2w the solution is accurately approximated by the initial distribution 
¢0 • The {3 dependence of <Pis damped during a short interval1/w centered on the time 
t = t4 • Despite 4> retaining its initial a dependence, (8<Pf8a)g0 a(8¢f8a) becomes small 
for t greater than ta due to the smallness of the g0 a component of the metric tensor. The 
asymptotic form for the gradient of <P is determined by the slow varying ( dependence, 
('V4>)2 ~ ('V<Po)2 exp( -2t/Td) with Td = 1/ D~ the characteristic diffusion time. Hence 
it is no different from that of an integrable flow. 
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This can also be shown by examining the rate of the production of entropy-like 
quantity S which was defined in equation {4-111). In natural Lagrangian coordinates 
dS = /[-1 (~)2 
dt Dpp 
+ (Daa _ D~p) (8¢)2 + (D < _ D~c) (8¢)2 
Dpp 8a < Dpp 8( 
+ 2(Dae- Dri~P<) :!:~]Jndad,Bd(. {4-139) 
The ('YP)2 (the diffusive flux in {3 coordinate) gives the main pulse of S production in 
the time interval 1/w centered on the time t4 • On a longer time scale, this term and 
the (8¢f8cx)2 term give an S production that scales as exp(-2wt), while the (8¢/8()2 
term makes the dominate contribution which scales as exp( -2t/-rd) with Td = 1/ Dk'l 
the characteristic diffusion time. 
It is the finite time Liapunov exponent, rather than the infinite time Liapunov expo-
nent, that is relevant in describing the real time evolution of the transport process. The 
strong spatial dependence of the finite time Liapunov exponent causes an accumulation 
of ('Vc/>) 2 on a fractal set during the advection period [32, 33, 4) and produces a large 
spread in the time during which diffusion is important. The spatial variation of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent at any given t = to is also strongly anisotropic. As we have 
shown in chapter 3.3.2, in the 800 direction, w{e, to) varies relatively smoothly, while it 
has large spatial derivatives in the e00 and 1i1oo directions. This can be illustrated by 
evaluating the correlation length of w(e, to). We find numerically that the correlation 
length is remarkably long along 8 direction ({3 coordinate), while it is extremely short in 
directions away from this orientation, Fig. {4-15). The correlation length of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent along e00 represents the characteristic correlation length in a 
generic chaotic flow. 
In 3D flows the e00 and m00 vectors are generally mixed in natural Lagrangian 
coordinates ex and (. Consequently, diffusion in these two coordinate directions are 
' dominated by the contribution from m direction and they have the characteristic time 
scale of an integrable flow, just like the ( dependence of ¢ in Eq. (4-138). It is the 
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Figure 4-15: Extended standard map with k = 2.0 and ll = v'3. (a) The Liapunov 
exponents, w(t = 30), were sampled with equal spacing along an e line, an til line and 
an s line (all starting at (0.1,0.1,0.8)). These values are plotted against the distance 
along the lines; (b) The correlation function for the Liapunov exponents in the 8 direction 
(solid), in the til direction (dashed) and in thee direction (dotted). 
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diffusion in the {3 coordinate that distinguishes the transport of a passive scalar in a 
chaotic flow from that in an integrable flow. 
The natural Lagrangian coordinates defined earlier are intrinsically local coordi-
nates. Natural Lagrangian coordinates are closely related to the Clebsch coordinates 
(see Appendix D). It is well known that the Clebsch coordinates, which are also called 
Euler potentials, are not generally single-valued over large spatial regions (41]. How-
ever, this pathology is not as important as it first appears due to the fact that there 
are always segments on the 800 lines that have small finite time Liapunov exponents. 
We find that these segments are usually associated with the regions where the 8 lines 
have a large curvature. The segments with small finite time Liapunov exponent behave 
like transport barriers during the time in which the main diffusion (main pulse of S 
production) occurs. Therefore, they effectively impose boundary conditions in the na~ 
ural Lagrangian coordinates, and only local coordinates are relevant for describing the 
chaotic transport on the time scale in which the entropy pulses occur. 
The s lines give the most important information for constructing the natural La-
grangian coordinate system, and thus determine the evolution of a passive scalar. A 
singles line generically fills a chaotic region. This implies that the asymptotic (i.e., on 
the time scale which is much longer than the typical advection time) evolution of the 
passive scalar in a generic chaotic flow is different from that of the simplified solution 
given earlier, Eq. (4-138). That is, the final¢ distribution will not retain any coordi-
nate dependence in the region where the flow field is chaotic and the smoothing of the 
gradient of¢ scales at a rat0 much faster than (V¢o)exp(-t/rd) with Td = L2 /D the 
characteristic diffusion time. 
4.3 A model of the flow 
To examine the transport problem quantitatively, one has to model the chaotic flow. 
For simplicity, we have used area(volume)-preserving maps to model a divergence-free 
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2D(3D) flow. In particular, a. 2D time-periodic divergence-free flow is represented by 
the standard map (SM} [21) 
Xn+l - Xn- {k/21r} sin{21t'Yn) (4-140) 
!ln+l - !In + Xn+I, 
with k a. constant. An extended 3D version of the standard ma.p (ESM) 
Xn+l - Xn- {k/211') sin(21r!ln) + fl 
!ln+l - !In- Zn (4-141) 
Zn+l - !In- Xn+l 
with k and A constants, represents a. 3D divergence-free flow. 
In both cases (SM and ESM), we find that the eigenvectors of the metric tensor 
of the Lagrangian coordinates converge exponentially to their time asymptotic limits 
in a. chaotic region. In particular, the 8 vector converges strictly with an exponent of 
2w, twice the Lia.punov exponent of the flow. Let 0 a.nd cp be the polar a.nd azimuthal 
angles of the s vector in spherical coordinates, one finds that dO/ dt oc exp(-2wt) a.nd 
dcpfdt oc exp( -2wt), Fig. (4-16). 
The properties of the natural Lagrangian coordinates are of primary importance 
in determining the evolution of a passive scalar. And they are closely related to the 
topology of the s and e lines (a.s well as m line for 3D flow). The s lines, which lie 
along the stable manifold of the flow [18], are the most important ones for establishing 
transport properties. One ca.n use the SM a.nd ESM to generate these integral curves. 
For clarity, we use 2D case (SM) as an example. The 8 curves are simple when the 
perturbation ( k) is sma.ll, so the trajectories are integrable, a.nd relatively simple when 
k is very large so essentially a.ll trajectories are highly chaotic, Fig. {4-13). The most 
complicated s curves occurs for k of order unity when there are large regions of integrable 
and chaotic trajectories, Fig. (4-14). 
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Figure 4-16: The finite time Liapunov exponent w is related to the largest eigenvalue of 
the metric tensor A by lnA = 2wt (uptriangles). 0 and tP are the polar and azimuthal 
angles of the s vector, ln(d6/dt) (downtriangles) and ln(cJtP/dt) {circles). (a) Standard 
map with k = 1.5, at point (0.3,0.6); (b) Extended standard map with k = 1.5 and 
~ = .;3, at point (0.3,0.6,0.8). 
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Figure 4-17: The residue, or difference, between the distribution of finite time Liapunov 
exponents and a gaussian distribution, decreases as t increases. Circles are for extended 
standard map with k = 10.0 and !:1 = v'3. Triangles are for standard map with k = 
10.0. Dashed and Solid lines are given by Residue= 0.347 j,ft + 0.018 and Residue= 
0.31/.fi + 0.0026. 
In Fig. (3-2}, we show the probability distribution of w({, t =to) in a. single chaotic 
region. This distribution is approximately gaussian, hut deviations from the gaussian 
distribution always occur. The dominant source of the deviation when to is large (com-
pared with Liapunov time) is the region near the bounded KAM surfaces where the 
trajectories spend a long time, thus have a smaller finite time Liapunov exponent and 
longer correlation time. It is also interesting to note that, even after the onset of global 
chaos, the region of the last KAM surface, sometimes called a 'vague' torus, still acts 
as a barrier for the trajectories [42] and has a smaller finite time Liapunov exponent. 
The difference between the finite time Liapunov exponent distribution and a gaussian 
distribution becomes smaller as one samples the finite time Liapunov exponent at a 
longer time interval (longer to), Fig. (4-17). Here the difference is given by residue = 
J IIP(x) - Pn(x, 1, cr)lldx, where x = w(t)/w00 , P(x) is the distribution function of 
the finite time Liapunov exponents and Pn(x, l,cr) is a normal distribution which is 
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Figure 4-18: The standard deviation of the distribution of finite time Liapunov expo-
nents decreases the further the flow is from being integrable (larger k). U ptriangles 
and circles are for extended standard map with t = 40 and 20 iterations, respectively. 
Downtriangles are for standard map with t = 40 iterations. 
centered at x = 1 and has the same standard deviation a as that of P(x). The standard 
deviation of the distribution of finite time Liapunov exponents decreases if the flow is 
further from being integrable, Fig. (4-18). For larger t0 (compared with the Liapunov 
time) the standard deviation of the distribution of finite time Liapunov exponents scales 
as 1/.;tO, Fig. (4-19). 
We use SM to generate one 8 line and one e line and compute the finite time Liapunov 
exponent for points on these lines with equal spacing. One can see that the correlation 
length is remarkably long along 800 direction ({3 coordinates), while it is extremely short 
along e00 direction, Fig. ( 4-20). 
More generic results were obtained for a 3D flow modeled by ESM. In that case, the 
correlation length along liloo direction falls between that along 800 direction which is 
very long, and that of e00 direction which is extremely short, Fig. (4-15). 
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Figure 4-19: The standard deviation of the distribution of finite time Liapunov expo-
nents scales as 1/ ../[. Uptriangles are for standard map with k = 10.0. Circles are for 
extended standard map with k = 10.0 and A = y'J. Dashed and Solid lines are given 
by u = 0.785/..fi and u = 0.382/../l. 
4.4 Transport in an integrable region of the flow 
In an integrable region of a divergence-free flow, neighboring fluid points separate 
(or converge) at most algebraically. Consequently, the largest eigenvalue ,\z (or the 
smallest eigenvalue ..\8 ) of the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates increases (or 
decreases) at most algebraically. The eigenvectors of the metric tensor still have well-
defined time asymptotic limits. Hence the natural Lagrangian coordinates introduced 
in last section are well-defined in integrable regions of the flow. 
This can be illustrated by considering a divergence-free flow in a bounded integrable 
region. Any divergence-free field admits a hamiltonian structure [43] to which KAM 
theory applies. Hence the integrable region of such a divergence-free flow consists of 
bounded KA¥ surfaces (44]. For a recent discussion, one can consult reference [45]. In a 
region of good KAM surfaces, there exists, by the definition of a KAM surface, a function 
IV(x) such that v· V'lli = 0 with IIY'Ilill f.: 0. Since the flow is also divergence-free (V' ·v = 
0), one can treat it as a one degree of freedom, time dependent Hamiltonian system 
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Figure 4-20: Standard map with k = 3.0. (a) The Liapunov exponents,w(t =50), were 
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values are plotted against the distance along the lines; (b) The correlation function in 
the s direction (solid) and in thee direction (dotted). 
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and write the flow field in the canonical representation, in analogy to the canonical 
representation of the magnetic field(46]. That is 
v = vw x ve + v~ x Vx(w) (4-142) 
with the hamiltonian x a function of the action-like quantity q; alone. The motion of 
the fluid element in the ~coordinate is determined by the Jacobian J of the w-~-e 
coordinates, 
d~fdt = v. V<I> = (Vw X V9). v~ = v(w,~,e) = 1/J, (4-143) 
The Jacobian J is in general a function of all three coordinates. The angle-like variables 
e and time-like variable~ are periodic and we set the period to be 211'. The topology of 
the flow trajectory on a KAM surface is simple in canonical coordinates, and it is given 
by 9 = 9o + t('l!)<I> with 1. = dx(w)fdw the winding number of the flow trajectory. 
By good KAM surfaces, we mean the surfaces that have irrational winding numbers. 
Surfaces with a rational winding number consist of closed lines. On the other hand, a 
single line covers a good KAM surfaces. 
One can show that the transformation of 4> = cp + e, e = t9 + te, gives the same 
flow field v in canonical form, Eq. (4-142). Except for the arbitrary function e, the 
w-<I>(t/>)-9(0) coordinates are uniquely defined. This limited arbitrariness, in return, 
allows one to make a transformation of <I> ~ cp and e ~ t9, such that the motion of the 
fluid element on a good KAM surface is prescribed by 
w = lllo; cp = cp0 + vo(w)t; t9 = t9o + t(w)vo(w)t. (4-144) 
To prove the existence of equation (4-144), we need to show that there exists a 
function e( w, ~, e) such that the Jacobian of the new coordinates 111-cp-19 is a function of 
q; alone, i.e., (VwxVt9)·Vcp = Vo(lll). Expressing the Jacobian of the w-~-9 coordinates 
in terms of the new Jacobian (function of q; only) of the transformed coordinates and 
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the transformation function e, one has 
ae ae v(w' cp, d) - Vo 
-+£-= . 8cp 00 Vo {4-145) 
The double periodicity in cp and d implies that a scalar function v can be written as 
V = L Vnm exp[i(ncp- md)], (4-146) 
nm 
and the transformation function e can be written as 
(! = L f!nm exp[i(ncp- m6)]. (4-147) 
nm 
It is easy to show that the Fourier components of the transformation function e are 
f!nm = ivnm/(n- t.m)Vo. The desired Jacobian of the new coordinates 'if!-tp-d, 1/Vo('ll), 
is the m = 0, n = 0 Fourier component of v('ll, cp, d), i.e., vo{'ll) = voo. This proves the 
existence of lli, cp, iJ coordinates in which the motion of fluid element on a good KAM 
surface satisfies equation (4-144). 
In lli-cp-{} coordinates, the Jacobi matrix of the Lagrangian coordinates 'lro-cpo-{}o is 
simple, 
1 0 0 
l= At 1 o 
Bt 0 1 
with A= 8vo/8'll and'B = 8(wo)/8'll. Without losing generality, we write the metric 
tensor of the W-cp-{} coordinates as 
e g 1l 
where C, V, e, :F, g and 1l are the covariant components 9ij of the metric tensor g0 • The 
determinant of g0 in covariant representation is 
( 4-148) 
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The metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates 'l'o-cp0-190 is given by 
(4-149) 
with JT the transpose of J. 
For large t, the three eigenvalues of the metric tensor (g) of the Lagrangian coordi-
nates lllo-cp0-1?o are given by 
A, - (:F A 2 + 1lB2 + 2g.AB)t2 + 2(VA + eB)t + 0(1) 
1l:FA2 + F1lB2- g2B2- g2 A2 t 
Am = :F A2 + 1£82 + 2(iAB + O(t- ) ( 4-150) 
Po 1 -3) 
Aa - 1l:FA2+J=''H.B2-(i2B2-(i2A2t2 +O(t . 
The three eigenvectors converge linearly in time to their asymptotic limits, e00 -
(1, 0, 0), moo ex: (0, t.'vo + t.zlo, -zlo), 800 ex: (0, zlo, t.'Vo + ulc,), see Appendix E. Here 
the prime denotes a derivative with respect to 'IT. The e line is perpendicular to the 
good KAM surfaces while the s line and m line always lie on a good KAM surface. One 
s line or one m line generically fills the whole surface, as they do in a single chaotic 
region. 
If v0 in equation (4-144) is a constant, the flow is effectively two dimensional. The 
corresponding e and s lines coincide with the action-like variable and the angle-like 
variable axes. This zero shear case is equivalent to the two dimensional twist map 
(standard map at k=O). 
The diffusion coefficients defined in Eqs. (14-19) can be found exactly, 
Dee 
-
coD; 
Dem = CtD; 
Du 
-
-coDfZlt + C2D; 
Dmm = caD; 
Drru = -ctDfZlt + c.tD; 
(4-151) 
(4-152) 
(4-153) 
{4-154) 
{4-155) 
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(4-156) 
where<;, i = 0,5 are time independent functions of A,8,C,1>,&,.r,g,1{., and their 
explicit forms are given in Appendix F. The shearing rate of the flow is w = vA2 + 82. 
The shearing time 1/w is the characteristic time of a nontrivial integrable flow. 
For t large compared with the shearing time 1/w, the tensor diffusivity is highly 
anisotropic, Dee~ Dmm ~ Dem ~ D « IIDull ~ IIDm.~ll ~ Dwt « D,. ~ Dr;/lt2 • 
Hence there are fast diffusion and slow diffusion directions in an integrable flow with 
shearing (v or t is a function of lit instead of a constant). The efFective difFusivity in 
800 direction increases quadratically in time, so there is a fast difFusion along the 800 
lines, which lie on the KAM surface. The e00 vector is perpendicular to the KAM 
surfaces and the effective difFusivity in e00 direction is the classical diffusivity D. Hence 
the diffusion across the KAM surfaces is slow. The natural Lagrangian coordinates 
defined by equation (4-126}, separate these difFerent diffusion time scales and give the 
general properties of the passive scalar transport in a generic integrable flow. Since 
IIDesll ~ Dwt and the diffusive flux across KAM surfaces has the form of equation 
(4-129), there is a period of enhanced difFusive flux across the KAM surfaces during the 
time in which the fast diffusion is accomplished on the KAM surf~. 
These transport properties can also be demonstrated by solving the diffusion equa-
tion ( 4-128) with the rough approximations that c = .r = 11. = 1 and 1> = e = g = 0. 
One can show that under these approximations, the diffusion equation can be written 
as 
8ljJ fPl/1 lP4J fPl/1 2 2 82 4J 2 2 fP4J ( ) 
at= Bill~ - 2At BlltoBc.oo - 2Bt BlltolMo + (1 +A t ) Bcp~ + (1 + 8 t ) Bt9f 4-157 
The general solution to this equation is 
4J(IIto, cpo, t9o, t) = (27r}-3/ 2 J J ~~00 ~(k~, krp, ~' t)ei(k.,~o+k.,rpo+k~"o)dk~dkrpdk, 
(4-158) 
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where 
with ¢o(k'1!, kcp, k.o) given by the initial condition ¢o('lfo, cpo, t9o) = t/J(~o, cpo, t9o, t = 0) 
¢o(k~J~,krp,/t;.o) - ¢(k~J~,krp,k.,,t=0) 
- (27r}-3/2 J J ~~oo ¢oei(k•"+o+k..,cpo+k~"o)d~odcpodt?o. (4-160} 
Let ru and T j_ be the characteristic diffusion times of the initial passive scalar field 
in and across the KAM surfaces. The characteristic dimensionless quantity is the ratio 
between the characteristic diffusion time and the shearing time of the flow, n = ro"ll· 
For n » 1, the scalar field is advected by the flow until time ta ::: 0}13 fro, which 
is much shorter than the characteristic diffusion time of the initial scalar field. In the 
KAM surface, the spatial dependence (cpo and t?o) of the passive scalar field tfJ is damped 
after another t4 , i.e., 8tfJf8cpo ~ 8tfJ/8t?o ~ 0 fort> 2t11 • The asymptotic form for the 
passive scalar field t/J is determined by the slow varying ~o dependence,i.e., fort> 2t11 , 
(4-161) 
with 
{4-162) 
and ¢0 (1l!0 , cp0 , 190 ) the initial field. Hence the smoothing of the gradient of t/J across the 
t<AM surfaces has a long tail and is accurately described by the characteristic diffusion 
timer 1., 84Jf8'Vo ex exp( -t/rJ.). 
During the period on which the fast diffusion occurs on the KAM surfaces, The dom-
inant contribution for 4J(~o, cpo, t?o, t), Eq. (4-158), comes from those fourier components 
with long wavelengths on the KAM surfaces, i.e., ¢(k-tt, kcp, k.,, t) with krp ~ k., « Jruf D 
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and k~J~ ~ JrJ._fD. Hence !Dkit-!D(k+-i~.At)2t-iD(k+-ik17Bt)2t-D(~+~) 
in equation (4-159) can be large and even positive. This implies an increase in the 
local gradient of t/J across the KAM surfaces during the period of fast diffusion on KAM 
surfaces. As a result, there exists an enhanced diffusion of t/J across the KA.M surfaces 
for ta < t < 2ta. But it has a much smaller amplitude than the diffusive flux on the 
KAM surfaces during the same period, 'YJ..hU ~ (1/0)113• Though this cross-KAM-
surface diffusive flux is too small to significantly smooth the ~Po dependence of¢, it can 
still be many times (0113) bigger than the cross-KAM-surface diffusion dictated by the 
characteristic diffusion time TJI· 
In summary, the fast diffusion which is the result of shearing between different KAM 
surfaces and the constraint of the flow being divergence-free, occurs only within the 
KAM surfaces. Diffusion across the KAM surfaces is approximated by the characteristic 
diffusion time and is very slow. In the case of the temperature of electrons confined on 
good magnetic surfaces in Tokamak, the electron temperature quickly relaxes to thermal 
equilibrium on the good magnetic surfaces, while the heat transfer across magnetic 
surfaces is much slower and described by a cross-field thermal diffusion time. On the 
contrary, electron temperature variations are rapidly damped in the region of stochastic 
field lines, since the s line in which there is a rapid diffusion, generically fills the whole 
region explored by the stochastic field line. 
4.5 Transport barriers in chaotic systems 
The more detailed transport properties can be obtained through examining the 
diffusion equation (4-110). The effective diffusivity Du = s00 ·D ·800 ~ >.D = D exp2wt 
is determined by the finite time Liapunov exponent. Locations at which the finite time 
Liapunov exponent is significantly smaller than the typical value (>. « Atypical) pose a 
barrier for the entropy-generating transport. 
In weakly chaotic systems where large integrable regions exist (characterized by 
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the KAM islands), the stochastic layers are of considerable size and importance. The 
stochastic layers are sticky to a chaotic trajectory and hence have a small finite time Li-
apunov exponent. They form barriers for the entropy-generating transport on a macro-
scopic scale. Macroscopic here actually describes two different properties of the stochas-
tic layer as transport barriers. First the transport barrier formed by the stochastic layer 
is of large scale. It is certainly comparable to the size of the KAM islands, and pos-
sibly the system size if the KAM islands are large. By macroscopic we also refer to 
the fact that the stochastic layer is called a. transport barrier only in a. coarse-grained 
sense. There are many scales for the structure inside the stochastic layer which acts as 
a transport barrier. These much finer structures are effective as transport barriers on 
different time scales. It is to be emphasized here that the most fundamental transport 
barrier structure is associated with the sharp bends of the 8 lines. We note that the 
sharp bends of the s line are related to the nonhyperbolicity of the chaotic systems. 
Almost all physical systems which are found to exhibit chaotic behavior to date are 
nonhyperbolic and nonhyperbolicity is believed to be generic. 
As shown in chapter 3.3.2 the finite time Liapunov exponent is given by equation 
(3-92) 
w = -(co/t) ln(l + k) + wo(a, {3)/t + f(a, t}j..fi + w00 • 
Large segments of the s lines have very small curvature, hence w ~ wo(a,{j)ft + 
f(a, t)fjl + w00 and S00 ·Vow < W 00 /Lo for t > LoRe/w00 with Lo the system size 
and Re the average curvature of the e line in a chaotic region. For a flow field having 
Ke < (ln 2f!)/2Lo with n = w00 L2 I D, the finite time Liapunov exponent at t = ta stays 
almost constant on the flat segments of the 8 line, which is where the main entropy 
production pulse occurs. Wherever there is a sharp bending of the s line the finite time 
Liapunov exponent is smaller by an amount of (co/to) Ink than the finite time Liapunov 
exponents on the flat segments of the s line. The larger the curvature, the sharper the 
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drop in the finite time Liapunov exponent along the 8 line. It should be noted that the 
equation (3-92) holds only for t > eo In( I + K.)/w00 • 
We have related the topology of the 8 lines directly to the transport. Large segments 
of the s lines are flat and have a near-constant finite time Liapunov exponent which gives 
a near-constant characteristic chaotic transport time scale t11 = (ln20)/2w. When the s 
line encounters a sharp bend, the finite time Liapunov exponent drops by (eo/ to) In P; and 
the effective diffusivity is smaller by a factor of ;;co/t{J than the typical effective diffusivity. 
The main entropy-production pulse occurs approximately at t11 = (ln20)/2w00 with 
n = w00 L2 / D. Hence the effective diffusivity in the sharp bends of the s lines is smaller 
by a factor of K.~00 I ln 2n than that away from the bends in the 8 lines. It is easy 
to see that the larger the curvature of the 8 lines, the stronger the transport barrier 
appears. However, the transport barrier becomes less effective if the characteristic 
entropy-generating transport time scale (£2/D) is longer, although this dependence is 
rather weak. 
The claim that a larger curvature of the s line leads to stronger transport barrier 
could be deceptive. The spatial scale of the transport barrier along the 8 line is inverse 
proportional to the curvature K. of the s line. Large K. induces larger drop in the effective 
diffusivity D ss exp 2wt, but it also gives smaller size of the transport barrier. If 1/ K. 
is comparable with V2'f5{:;., such bends of the s lines no longer poses barrier for the 
entropy-generating transport. 
The size and location of the transport barrier in a chaotic region of the flow can be 
determined once the flow field v(x, t) is specified. The transport barrier centers on the 
line given by 
(4-163) 
where the curvature Re of the e line is related to the divergence of the 800 field by 
equation (3-88). The core of the transport barrier is approximately bounded by the 
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curve satisfying 
(4-164) 
The width of the core of the transport barrier is about 1/,.({,). The smoothness of the 
500 field implies that ite({c) = 0 defines a straight e line segment in the chaotic region of 
the flow. But this does not mean that the corresponding e line has to be a straight line. 
This is due to the fact that although the 8 line is confined within the chaotic region, 
the e lines are free to move between the chaotic sea and the regular KAM islands. The 
existence of the KAM islands leads to the complexity of the spatial distribution of the 
transport barriers inside the chaotic sea. 
The ec line as defined by equation (4-163) and the eb line as defined by equation 
(4-164) give a stripe in which V'o ·500 /1'02~ « 1. The condition Y'o ·500 /l'i.~ « 1 for the 
transport barrier is due to the effect of the topology of the s line. If the right hand side 
of equation (4-109) is expressed in vector form using gii = ee/'A +'Ass and pis assumed 
to be a constant for simplicity, one obtains 
+D'AS · V'o(s ·Vol/>)+ D'A(V'o · s)(s ·Vol/>) (4-165) 
In general \70 ). ~ exp(3wt), but along the stable direction (500 • V'o'A)/'A ~ V'o · s. 
Hence the terms of concern in (4-165) are of the form, 'A(V'o · s)(s · Vo<f>). It is easy 
to see that 'A(\7o · s) ex Atypical(Vo · 500)/K~ for large "'· For transport barrier to be 
effective, one needs (Y'o · 800 )/K.~ « 1. As the s line enters a sharp bend whose tip is 
around 'V 0 • 500 = 0, the curvatures of both the s line and corresponding e line becomes 
larger and Ke/K ~ 0(1). After passing the point eb at which 500 • V'o(Y'o · 800 ) = 0, the 
curvature of the s line keeps increasing but the curvature of the e line l'i.e = IV' a. sool 
starts to drop sharply. Hence on the segment of the s line in between eb and ec, one 
has (\70 · s00)/K2co « 1, as required by transport barriers. This can be clearly seen in 
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Figure 4-21: Standard map with k = 3.0. (a). The curvature of the s line (solid line} 
and 'Vo · 800 (dashed line) are shown along an s line. (b). Along the same 8 line, >.(t) 
(solid line) and .>.(t}'Vo · s (dashed line) are evaluated at t = 5 iterations. 
figure (4-21 a). In figure (4-21 b}, the corresponding A and .AVo· 800 are plotted along 
the same s line. 
The standard map with k = 50.0 defines a flow that has a smooth velocity field but 
is far from integrable. The circles in Fig. (3-1) show the dominant transport barriers 
in such a highly chaotic system. The density of the circles in Fig. (3-1) is proportional 
to the logarithm of the s line curvature and hence inverse proportional to the finite 
time Liapunov exponent. Although the large scale transport barriers may appear to 
align along two straight lines given by y ~ 0.25 and y ~ 0. 75, they are indeed different 
segments separated by very smali KAM islands. The four lobes with dense circles are 
of smaller scale but are much stronger transport barrier. They are actually intertwined 
with clusters of tiny KAM islands. 
There are a few points which can be added to the previous discussion on transport 
barriers in weakly chaotic systems. The stochastic layer has significantly smaller finite 
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time Liapunov exponent compared with that in the larger chaotic sea. Hence they act 
as barriers for the entropy-generating transport on the time scale the main entropy 
production pulse occurs in the larger chaotic sea. On a longer time scale, or more 
explicitly, the time scale on which the main entropy production pulse occurs in the 
stochastic layer, the sharp bends of the 8 line in the stochastic layer are the location of 
the entropy-generating transport barriers. Hence the topology of the s line is the more 
fundamental one in determining the transport barriers in chaotic systems. The stickiness 
of the stochastic layer can also be related to the curvature of the i line, Appendix C. 
In summary, The transport, in particular, the entropy-generating transport such as 
the diffusion of a scalar and the Ohmic dissipation of a magnetic field, is directly related 
to the topology of the field line of the 800 vector (or the s line) of a given flow. The s 
line of the time-reversed motion is called g(-) line. 
If the s line and the s<-) line have continuous degeneracy (which occurs on the 
KAM surfaces), the strongest transport barriers occur. In the chaotic region, the s 
line and the s<-) line can have discrete degeneracy. Such degeneracy usually requires 
either the s line or the s<-) line to have a sharp bend. A transport barrier occurs only 
when the s line is the one that has a large curvature. This is because that the finite 
time Liapunov exponent for the forward dynamics (or motion) decreases sharply only 
when the s line encounters a sharp curvature, equation (3-92). Similarly the finite time 
Liapunov exponent of the time-reversed dynamics (or motion) obeys the same formula 
but the l'i. in equation (3-92) is the curvature of the s< -) line. 
We note that even though there does not exist an even symmetry under time reversal 
(a transport barrier occurs whenever there is a degeneracy o£800 and§~)), a somewhat 
odd symmetry is preserved under time reversal. That is: a transport barrier occurs for 
forward time where the s line has a large curvature and for backward time where the 
s<-) line has a sharp bend. 
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Chapter 5 
Magnetic Field Evolution in a Chaotic Plasma Flow 
The magnetic field evolution in an energetic plasma flow is of fundamental im-
portance in understanding a number of astrophysical problems, such as the magnetic 
dynamo theory and the solar corona heating. Many unique aspects of the magnetic 
field evolution exist if the flow is chaotic. In chapter 5.1, we will give the exact solution 
to the ideal evolution of a magnetic field in a chaotic flow. An exact solution to the 
nonideal evolution of a 2D and 2 1/2 D magnetic field is given in chapter 5.2. After 
investigating the spatial-temporal complexity of the Ohmic dissipation in chapter 5.3, 
we discuss the dynamical effects of the magnetic field on the flow field in chapter 5.4. 
5.1 Ideal evolution of a magnetic field 
The evolution of a magnetic field is given by the induction equation 
8B/&t = V x (v x B)+ 77V2B, {5-166) 
where (8xf8t){ = v(x, t) is the flow field withe the Lagrangian coordinates, and '1 is 
the resistivity of the plasma or other conducting fluid. 
For a high temperature plasma the resistivity f1 is very small. Hence for time less 
than a diffusion time (to be specified later) the temporal behavior of the magnetic field 
resembles an ideal evolution 
8Bf8t = V x (v x B). {5-167) 
It has been shown [ 11, 1 OJ that in Lagrangian coordinates, the vector potential of this 
field is A = E Ai(e)vei. Namely the covariant component of the vector potential, 
Ai(O, is independent of time in Lagrangian coordinates. By taking the curl of the 
78 
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vector potential to obtain the magnetic field B and the curl of the magnetic field to 
obtain the current density j, one finds that the scalar quantities B2 , j 2 , and j ·B can be 
evaluated given the initial magnetic field B(x, 0) and the metric tensor of the Lagrangian 
coordinates. For example, 
and 
(5-168) 
(5-169) 
(5-170) 
Here J is the Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates (.P = ll9iiiD, J.'O is the permeability 
of free space, and bi(~) = E f.ifk(8Ak/8~i). The quantities bi(~) are just the three 
Cartesian components of the initial magnetic field if we use the standard initial condition 
for Lagrangian coordinates x(~, 0) = ~-
In the region where the flow is chaotic, the magnetic energy increases exponentially 
in time 
The magnetic field lies essentially along the E direction in real space, 
Be = E ~ B = (Bo . eoo) vri + 0(..\{2) ~ (Bo . eoo) exp wt, lEI 
m · B • "'" -2 Bm = lml = (Bo · Inoo)v Am+ 0(..\1 ) 
s · B • " -2 B, = 1§1 = (Bo · soo)v .A, + 0(..\1 ). 
(5-171) 
As time evolves, the magnetic field develops structures of completely different spatial 
scales along the E, til, and s directions. The gradient of the magnetic pressure along s 
direction is 
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Hence the magnetic pressure develops an exponentia.lly decreasing spatial scale along 
the s lines, 
[s· VB21-l z. = lsi B2 ~ f1 exp( -wt) (5-173) 
with the initial scale given by 
lo = {2A . v ( t) + Soo. Vo[(Bo. eoo)2] }-1 6 S00 0 W {B A )2 • o ·eoo {5-174} 
A particularly interesting case occurs when the initial magnetic field is of large spatial 
scale, for example, Bo is uniform. Then the flow field provides an initial spatial scale for 
the magnetic pressure to reduce in the asymptotic form. For example, the spatial scale 
of a two dimensional magnetic field in a 2D divergence-free flow obeys z. ~ l~ exp( -wt) 
with 
lo = {-2V. A (soo X Bo). Vo X eoo +Boo. [(Bo. Vo)eoo] }-1 6 Soo+ B A • 
o · eoo 
{5-175) 
It is interesting to note that Vo · 800 is the curvature of the eo line for a two dimensional 
flow. 
The magnetic field lies basically along the E direction but has little spatial structure 
in this direction. It is easy to show that 
{5-176) 
The time evolution of the spatial scale of the magnetic field along theE direction has 
an algebraic dependence in time due to the fact that 
lim ln[e00 • V(wt))2 =woo. 
t-+oo 2t 
In general one has 
(5-177) 
If q < 0, the spatial structure of the magnetic field along theE direction becomes finer. 
If q > 0, the spatial structure of the magnetic field along the E lines tends to diminish 
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under chaotic advection. Apparently the flow field with q > 0 is favorable for sustaining 
a magnetic dynamo. 
The time evolution of the spatial structure of the magnetic field along the til lines 
depends on whether the finite time Liapunov exponent develops exponentially growing 
gradient in the lito direction. It is straight forward to show that 
[m· VB
2
1-l lm = lml B2 ex exp( -wt) {5-178) 
if moo · V ( wt) ex exp wt. On the other hand, lm has an algebraic time dependence if 
m00 • V(wt) only develops gradient bounded by some power of time. 
The current density is 
{5-179) 
with 
·i ~;k a II({) 
/-'OJ = ~ T ae; [gkr--:rl· (5-180) 
The magnitude of the induced current density is related to the initial magnetic field 
configuration and the Liapunov exponent by 
ex exp6wt. (5-181) 
The current basically flows along the E direction in real space since 
ie - j · E/IEI 
~ exp3wt, (5-182) 
im - j·m/lml 
= .>..!{2{.\z(eoo · Bo)[riloo · Vo x eoo) + .\18oo • V(eoo · Bo) + (eoo · Bo)(soo · V.\c)} + O(e"'t) 
ex exp2wt, (5-183) 
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(5-184) 
The relative magnitude of the j, and im component of the induced current density 
has a direct dependence of the spatial variation of the finite time Liapunov exponent 
along the m00 direction. If the finite time Liapunov exponent develops an exponentially 
increasing gradient along the Iiloo direction, i.e., 
the is component has a time dependence of is oc exp 2wt and is comparable with the im 
component. However, if the finite time Liapunov exponent only develops algebraically 
increasing gradient along the rhoo direction, one finds that is ex expwt and im » j 11 
holds in general. A direct implication of this is that the Lorenz force will point at the 
s direction. This will be discussed in chapter 5.4. 
Since both the magnetic field and the current density align with the E direction 
exponentially in time, the natural state of the ideal magnetic field evolution is to have 
a field aligned current. But this tendency of approaching a force-free configuration does 
not imply that the Lorenz force is not important. This issue will be addressed in chapter 
5.4. 
The strong anisotropy of the spatial scale of the magnetic field and the current 
density implies that the ideal evolution of a magnetic field in a chaotic flow leads to the 
concentration of magnetic flux and current density in thin layers and/or thin tubes. To 
be more specific, if m00 • V ( wt) varies algebraically in time, the magnetic field and current 
density will concentrate in thin layers since ls/le oc exp( -wt) and lm is comparable with 
le. If rhoo· V(wt) varies exponentially in time with an exponent w, the magnetic field and 
the current density tend to concentrate in thin tubes since l,/le ~ lm/le ex exp( -wt). 
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Of course, it takes an infinite time to develop a true singularity in the current density, 
the so-called current sheet, if the flow field is smooth. In actuality, the small but finite 
resistivity of the plasma will quickly dominate the solution. 
5.2 Magnetic Field Evolution in a Nonideal Plasma 
5.2.1 2D magnetic field 
The exponentially growing magnetic field and current density assure the importance 
of dissipation in a highly conducting but nonideal plasma. In this section we give an 
exact solution to the evolution of a two dimensional magnetic field in a chaotic flow 
and illustrate the magnitude of the Ohmic dissipation in a chaotic plasma flow. We 
assume the initial magnetic energy is much smaller than the kinetic energy (specific 
requirements are discussed in chapter 5.4), so the back reaction of the magnetic field on 
the flow field can be neglected. 
A two dimensional magnetic field can be represented by a scalar potential t/J, i.e., 
B(x, y, t) = z x "ilt/J(x, y, t). Substituting this relation into the induction equation, one 
obtains the advection-diffusion equation for t/J(x, y, t) which describes the magnetic field 
evolution in 2D, 
(5-185} 
The induced current density is given by the curl of the magnetic field 
(5-186) 
which points in the z direction. Hence j · B = 0 for two dimensional magnetic field 
evolution, which differs from the general three dimensional case as discussed in last 
section. In a chaotic plasma flow, one finds that 
and j · B = 0, j x B ex exp(3wt) before the resistivity becomes important. 
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As shown earlier, the advection-diffusion equation is an ordinary diffusion equation 
with a tensor diffusivity Dii = ('!/ J.'o)gii in Lagrangian coordinates, 
a¢ a .. a 
&t = aei D'' ae; 1/J. 
For a two dimensional divergence-free flow as discussed here, 
with .A = exp 2wt. The diffusion equation is simplified in a natural Lagrangian coordinate 
system (a-13) which can be defined as 
The Jacobian of the a-13 coordinates is ab. 
In natural Lagrangian coordinates a-13, the diffusion equation is 
a¢ 1 a Q 1 a 
-=---(airy ) - --(atryll) fJt ab aa ab 813 ' 
where -ya and 'Yp are the fluxes in the a and {3 directions, 
a Dee 8</> Des a¢ 
'Y =------· 
a2 8a ab a13' 
-/- Du a4> D15 a4> 
-- ab 8a- Va13· 
For .A » 1, these coefficients satisfy the inequalities Dee ::::::: ('!/ J.'O)e-'U..Jt « Dse ::::::: 
-u(fi/P.o) « D,,::::::: ('7/P.o)e'lwt. The evolution of a two dimensional magnetic field can 
be illustrated by making the rough approximations that a= b = 1, w a constant, and 
u = 0 (u is defined in equation {4-115) and it measures the convergence rate of the 
eigenvectors). Then an initial magnetic flux function 1/J(t = 0) = co(1 -cos ka){l -
cos k/3) relaxes as 
1/J = co{1 - exp[-(1- e-'lwt)/211] cos ka}{l- exp[-(e2wt- 1)/211] cos k/3}, 
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with n :: JJ.owfk?"l since 1/k is the characteristic length scale. The magnetic field is 
then given by 
8 2 = 'V o'I/J · jj · Vo1/J = (8f/Jf8a) 2 exp( -2wt) + (Bt/J/8{3)2 exp(2wt) (5-187) 
with 
:~ = co{exp[-(1- e-2wt)/2f2]ksin ka}{1-exp[-(e2wt -1)/2f2]cos k,B}; 
~~ = co{l- exp[-(1- e-2wt)/2f2]cos ka}{exp[-(e2wt -l)/2f2]ksin k,B}. 
The two terms in 8 2 have a completely different time dependence, 
&rp 1 - exp{ -2wt) 
<aa)2e-2wt =~k2 sin2 k2a{1-exp[-(e2wt_1)/2f2]cos k,8}2 exp[ n 2wt], 
(81/J)2e2wt =~k2 sin2 k,8{1-exp[-(1-e-2wt)/2f2]cos ka}2exp[ exp 2~t- 1 +2wt]. 
8{3 
Fort< ta- 1/w with ta:: (In2f2)/2w and f2:: J.I.OWL2 f"l, 
The magnetic field is completely dissipated away during relatively short period 1/w 
centered on ta. This is due to the Ohmic dissipation of the induced current, 
with 
= [fP.,P (e2wt _ e-2wt)2]2 
aa,B 
= ~k4 sin2 ka sin2 k{3 h(t)2 exp(-2h(t)/f2], 
h(t) = exp(2wt)- exp{-2wt). 
(5-188) 
Since B ex: exp wt, j ex: exp 2wt, and j · B = 0, the Lorenz force on the flow grows 
exponentially in time with l,j x Bl ex: exp 3wt. 
The production of heat by the Ohmic dissipation, "'P, is concentrated in a relatively 
short time interval 1/w, which coincides with the dissipation of the magnetic energy. 
The total energy dissipated is larger by a factor of n :: wL2JJ.o/"1 than the initial 
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magnetic energy f(B6/2p.o)t:Px. The additional energy comes from the flow during the 
advection period ta in which the field is frozen to the flow. In actuality, the finite time 
Liapunov exponent is not a constant and the plasma flow tends to generate complicated 
dissipative structures from a small seed magnetic field. The spatial-temporal complexity 
of the Ohmic dissipation is determined by the spatial-temporal dependence of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent. 
5.2.2 2 1/2 D magnetic field 
The nonideal evolution of a magnetic field in three dimensions is less trivial. How-
ever, in the case of a divergence-free flow that has an uniform velocity component along 
certain direction, v = 'V f/J(x, y, z, t) x z + uoz with u0 a constant, the evolution equation 
has simple solution if the initial magnetic field is also uniform along i direction. In that 
case, the z component of the magnetic field does not change in time and the magnetic 
field can be written as B = Vt/J(x, y, z, t) x i + B0z. One can show [47] that equation 
(5-166) is equivalent to 
d.,P = !J.._ 'V2.,P + f]Bo 'V2¢J. 
dt P.o p.ouo 
(5-189) 
with 1/J = fjJ - (B0 fu0 )¢J and d/dt = a{at + v · 'V the convective derivative. Since 
\l,'b x z = B.1. - (v .L/vo)Bo is just the off-flow-aligned magnetic field, Eq. (5-189) 
describes the time evolution of this off-flow-aligned magnetic field which is denoted by 
~B.l. 
Since ¢J does not develop finer structure, we can neglect the term ('flBo/ p.0u0) 'V2¢J if 
the magnetic Reynolds number is large. Thus 1/J evolves as a passive scalar 
(5-190) 
if the effect of the magnetic field on the flow is negligible. Equation (5-190) has the 
same solution as Eq. (4-138) with the (coordinate lying along i axis. The magnetic 
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field is given by 
A v 
B = Vt/J x z + -Bo 
vo 
with the magnitude obtained from 
2 ~ 81/J ••81/J A 2 (B- vfvoBo) = L...J a~g'1 a~i - (Vt/J · z) 
87 
(5-191) 
(5-192) 
If the characteristic diffusion time for the initial magnetic field is much longer than 
the Liapunov time of the flow, i.e., n = JJoW/'Ik'l » 1, the off-flow-aligned magnetic 
field can be approximated by 
2 42 exp2wt-1 (B- 8 0 /vov) ~ (D.B.Lo ·e) exp(2wt- 20 }, (5-193) 
which says that any initial off-flow-aligned magnetic field D.B .LO will be amplified expo-
nentially (D.B .d2 ex: (D.B .LO · e)2 exp 2wt until ta- 1/2w with ta = ln(20)/2w. Then the 
off-flow-aligned magnetic field quickly decays away during an interval 1/w centered on 
la. The magnetic field becomes flow-aligned thereafter, as pointed out by Finn and Ott 
[47]. The heat generated by Ohmic dissipation 'lj2 which is concentrated in the time 
interval 1/w, is in the order of O(v.L/vo)2B~ with 0 = JJoWz2 /'11 for an initial magnetic 
field B 0 = Boz. This additional energy comes from the flow and can be millions of 
times bigger than the magnetic energy of the initial field or the final flow-aligned field 
in situations of astrophysical interest. 
5.3 The spatial-temporal complexity of the Ohmic dissipation 
Since the finite time Liapunov exponent of a chaotic flow is generally not a constant 
and has complicated spatial structure, the Ohmic dissipation ,.,p has a complicated 
(fractal) structure both in time and space. We will first examine the spatial structure 
of the heating elements and then consider the spread of Ohmic heating in time. 
The induced current tends to lie along theE direction. The spatial scale of the cur-
rent density has strong anisotropy similar as the magnetic field. In the two dimensional 
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case, the Ohmic heating concentrates in current filaments. To show this, we notice that 
the current density j = -jz = -V2¢z and 
- >.(soo • Vo,P)Vo ·Boo+ .\Boo· Vo(Boo · Vo1/J) 
+(soo · Vo>.)(soo · Vo¢) + O(e"'t), (5-194} 
which can be easily seen from equations (5-203,5-204}. Using the relations w(e, t) = 
wft + f(e, t)/..fi + w00 and soo ·Vol= 0, soo ·Vow+ Vo ·Boo= 0, one can show that 
the spatial scales of the current density distribution separate in the E and s directions. 
Explicitly, 
(5-195} 
with l~ determined by the flow properties. The spatial scale of the current density 
distribution decreases exponentially in time along the s direction in real space, 
- [s. Vj]-1 ls lslj 
- l~ exp( -wt) (5-196} 
with l~ a spatial scale determined by both the flow field and initial magnetic field config-
uration. The clear separation of the two spatial scales along two perpendicular directions 
suggests that the heating elements in a. 2D chaotic plasma are current filaments. These 
current filaments tend to extend over large distance if q > 0 but tend to shrink in length 
if q < 0. 
In the general three dimensional case, the heating elements can be both current 
sheets and current filaments. This depends on whether the finite time Liapunov expo-
nents of the flow develop exponentially increasing gradients along the lil direction. To 
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see this, we calculate the spatial scale of the cunent density distribution along different 
characteristic directions. The spatial scale along the E direction always has an algebraic 
dependence, 
ze - [~~~;2r1 
- 6e
00 
~(wt) + O(e-wt) 
~ l~tq. (5-197) 
Similar as the 2D case, the spatial scale of the current density distribution along the s 
direction tends to diminish at an exponential rate, 
[s·'Vj2]-1 ls - lsiP 
~ l~ exp( -wt) (5-198) 
with l~ determined by both the flow field and the initial magnetic field configuration, 
The spatial scale along the m direction is 
[m.. 'Vj2] -I lm - lmiP 
= {6(ffioo · 'Vowt) + riloo ·'Yo ln{Bo · eoo)2 
+riloo. 'Yo ln(eoo. 'Yo X eoo)2 } -l >.M2 + O(e-wt). {5-199) 
lm varies algebraically if riloo · 'V owt vari·es algebraically in time. In that case, l5 « lm ~ 
le. hence the Ohmic heating occurs in current sheets. On the other hand, if riloo · 'Vowt 
grows exponentially in time, we have l5 ~ lm « le and the Ohmic heating occurs in 
current filaments. 
It should be stressed that the onset of Ohmic heating has a large spread in time due 
to the probability distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponents. To understand 
the distribution of Ohmic heating power as a function of time, one can convolute the 
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time ta with the proper probability distribution function of the finite time Liapunov 
exponent for any given flow under consideration. 
The difference between the distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponents and a 
gaussian distribution becomes smaller as one samples the finite time Liapunov exponent 
at a longer interval (larger to in w(e, to)). For large to (compared with the Liapunov 
time), the standard deviation of the distribution of the finite time Liapunov exponents 
scales as 1/ .ftQ. This implies that if the plasma resistivity is smaller and the flow is 
more chaotic, the histogram of the heating is closer to be a gaussian statistics and the 
spread in time for the main Ohmic heating is smaller. 
The locations with small finite time Liapunov exponents are barriers for the Ohmic 
dissipation. In the two dimensional case, we have shown in last section that the center 
line of these Ohmic heating barriers (or dark spots) are given by equation (4-163) while 
the boundary of the barrier core is given by equation (4-164). The transport barriers 
were given in Lagrangian coordinates. One can specify their later location by solving 
dxjdt = v(x, t) for x(e, t). An alternative is to specify the transport barrier in real space 
directly by solving 
Y'o. r-s -] = 0 and [-s -] . Y'o. [-s -] > 0 
.. g. s s. s s. s 
for the center line of the Ohmic heating barrier. 
The existence of transport barriers in highly chaotic plasma flows implies the strong 
intermittency of the Ohmic dissipation of a magnetic field in a chaotic conducting fluid. 
The parts of the chaotic region with flat s lines will appear to be hot and dissipate most of 
the energy at the onset of the rapid Ohmic dissipation due to the entangling of magnetic 
field lines, while the transport barriers {regions with large s line curvature) remain dark. 
On a longer time scale, the transport barrier becomes bright while vast chaotic region is 
dark. This brightness can last significantly longer than the initial main burst of Ohmic 
dissipation in the chaotic region. The transport barrier in the chaotic region can be 
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easily distinguished from the regular KAM islands since the Ohmic dissipation in the 
regular islands (plasma vortex) is on a much longer time scale. The regular islands are 
always dark on the time scale in which the transport barrier in a chaotic region lives 
and dies, i.e. from dark to bright and then back to dark again. 
5.4 Beyond the kinematical description 
To solve the magnetic field evolution problem self-consistently, one has to consider 
the back reaction of the magnetic field on the plasma flow field. There are a number of 
unique features of this back reaction if the flow is chaotic. We will first examine the two 
dimensional case which admits an exact solution to the nonideal magnetic evolution as 
discussed in last section. Although we are currently lack of an exact solution to the 
nonideal evolution of a general 3D magnetic field in a chaotic flow, the back reaction on 
the flow has generic characteristics which can be related to the time dependence of the 
spatial variation of the finite time Liapunov exponents. 
There are essentially two issues involved here. The first is whether the back reaction 
on the flow field will be important before the Ohmic dissipation removes the magnetic 
energy (in 2D) or suppress the growth of the magnetic field (as could happen in 3D). 
If the back reaction does become important before dissipation, the second issue is to 
resolve the effects of the Lorenz force on the flow field. 
The magnetic field affects the flow field through the Lorenz force j x B on the plasma. 
In two dimensional case, B = z x V''f/J(x, y, t) and j = -'V2t/Jz. Hence the magnitude 
of the Lorenz force is the product of the magnitudes of the current density and the 
magnetic field, 
U x Bl =jB ~ (BVL)exp3wt. (5-200) 
This force should be compared with the convective force pJl / L, where p is the density 
of the media and L is the characteristic scale of the flow. The back reaction of the 
magnetic field on the plasma flow is negligible if the Lorenz force is much smaller than 
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the convective force which drives the initial flow field. This is satisfied for time t < tb 
with 
1 d' 
tb = 3w ln-;n. fo 
(5-201) 
where d' is the kinetic energy density pu2/2 and Elf' is the initial magnetic energy density 
B~ /2JJo. The back r•mction of the magnetic field on the plasma flow with finite resistivity 
is negligible if tb > ta = (ln20)/2w with n = Jj{)Wl2 /'1, i.e., 
(5-202) 
If n > ( Ek /Elf )213 , the effect of the back reaction of the magnetic field on the plasma 
flow will be important, and the flow field will be modified before the Ohmic dissipation 
removes the magnetic energy. For t < t4 , the exponentially growing magnetic field lies 
along theE direction of the flow, 
Be= B · E/IEI = (Bo · eo).\112 = (Bo · eoo) expwt + O(t), 
Bs = B · S/ISI = (Bo ·so).\ - 1/ 2 = (Bo · 800 ) exp( -wt) + O(e-2wt). 
Since the current density strictly lies along the z direction, j = - V2¢ z, the Lorenz 
force points at the S direction. The magnitude of the induced current is 
V2¢ = V · V'I/J = Vo · (g · Vot/J) 
= Vo · [.\- 1(eo · Vo'I/J)eo + .\(§o · Vot/J)8o] 
= .\(§o · Vot/J)Vo · 8o +So· Vo[.\(so · Vo¢)] 
+.\ - 1(eo · Vot/J)Vo ·eo+ eo· Vo[>.-1(eo · Vot/J)]. 
eoo. \1 !(~, t) ex: expwt, one finds that 
\121/J = (800 • Vo¢)(Vo · 800 } exp 2wt + Soo · Vo(s00 • V¢} exp 2wt 
-2(soo · Vot/JHVo · 800 } exp 2wt + O(expwt). 
{5-203} 
(5-204) 
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Hence 'V2,P oc exp 2wt. The s component of the Lorenz force is 
j x B · s/lsl =-Be ~1/J ex: exp(3wt). 
The E component of the Lorenz force is much smaller with 
Since fj x B · 8/181]/[j x B · E/IEI] oc exp 2wt, the Lorenz force primarily applies along 
the s line of the flow. 
The primary difference between the 2D case and the generic 3D magnetic field 
evolution is the alignment of the induced current density and the magnetic field. It was 
shown in section 5.1 that the magnetic field B = E bi(8x/8~i) is along theE direction, 
Be= B. E/IEI ~ (Bo. eoo)expwt » Bm =B. m/lml ~ Bo. riloo » Bs =B. S/ISI = 
(Bo · s00 )exp(-wt). The current density j = 'Li(ax/8t,i) with 
·i Eiik a b'(t.) 
JJoJ = ~ T ae; [9kt-y-] 
also lies along theE direction, as shown in equations {5-182,5-183,5-184). 
The orientation of the Lorenz force depends on the spatial variation of the finite 
time Liapunov exponent along the m00 direction. If the finite time Liapunov exponent 
has a gradient along the m direction which varies algebraically in time, the Lorenz force 
points at the s direction with 
Is - j X B . s/lst = ieBm- imBe ()( exp(3wt), 
fm - j X B. m/lml = isBe- ieBs ()( exp{2wt), 
fe - j X B · E/j:EI = imBs - j 8 Bm oc exp(wt). 
(5-205) 
(5-206) 
(5-207) 
If the finite time Liapunov exponent develops exponentially increasing gradient along 
the moo direction, one finds Is ~ !m oc: exp{3wt) » !e oc: expwt, i.e., the Lorenz force 
lies in the (m, 8) plane. We note that the magnetic field evolution in the first case 
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leads to the formation of current sheets, while in the second case it generates current 
filaments. 
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Chapter 6 
Collisional Relaxation of Electron Distribution FUnction in a Region of Stochastic 
Field Lines 
6.1 Drift kinetic equation 
The collisional relaxation of the electron distribution function j(x, H, JJ, t) in a region 
of stochastic magnetic field lines can be described by the drift kinetic equation 
(6-208) 
where vp = (v9 , H,jJ.) is the phase space velocity of the guiding center with v9 the 
guiding center velocity in real space, r c is the collisional diffusive flux in phase space, 
'V P is a gradient operator on both spatial coordinates { x, y, z} and the other two degrees 
of freedom in the phase space, the electron energy H and the electron magnetic moment 
Jl.· The collisional flux due to scattering has the form rc = -Do · Vp/ with 0 0 a 
generalized tensor diffusivity in phase space. The electron magnetic moment is generally 
a good adiabatic invariant in plasma physics, hence jJ. = 0. The energy of the electrons 
is not generally conserved due to the existence of electric fields associated with the 
nonvanishing loop voltage along the field lines, 
(6-209) 
Passing electrons move along the stochastic magnetic field lines with v 9 ::::::: uuB / B, 
so they generally follow a chaotic motion. The drift kinetic equation is an advection-
diffusion equation in a five dimensional phase space. The collisional relaxation of an 
electron distribution in a region of stochastic magnetic field lines is equivalent to the 
transport of a passive scalar in a chaotic flow. 
95 
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For the compactness of the notation, we write the phase space v--ariables as x = 
{xi} = (x1,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5 ) = (x,y,z,H,p). The Jacobian of the guiding center phase 
space coordinates (x, y, z, H, p) is J, = B fvn. Since the loop voltage does not depend 
on the electron energy, the velocity field of the guiding center in phase space vp is 
divergence-free. 
Our study is based on Lagrangian coordinates. Positions in phase space, x, are 
transformed into Lagrangian coordinates, e, using the function x(e, t), which is defined 
by x(e, t = 0) = e and (lJx./fJt){ = Vp(X, t). The covariant components of the metric ten-
SOr of the Lagrangian coordinates are 9ii = (8x.f8f!) · (8xf8{i), while its contravariant 
components are gii = 'Vf!·'Vei. It is easy to show that gii is the matrix inverse of 9ii· The 
Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates with respect to the guiding center phase space 
coordinates (x, y, z, H, p) is related with the metric tensor by .P = ll9i;ll = 1/llgiill. The 
full Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates is J0 = JJ,. Since the guiding center phase 
space velocity is divergence-free, J = 1 and hence J0 = J, = B /v11 • 
If the drift kinetic equation, Eq. (6-208), is transformed into Lagrangian coordinates 
{ ~i} = (x0 , yo, zo, Ho, J.lo), one obtains the ordinary diffusion equation with a new tensor 
diffusivity Dii = 'Vei · f>o · 'Vei, 
(6-210) 
where Jo = Jp = Bfvn is the Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates. 
The derivation of equation (6-210) is straight forward. The time derivative in La-
grangian coordinates is (8/ /fJt){ = (8/ f8t)x +v, · 'Vp/· The divergence of the diffusive 
flux can be written in Lagrangian coordinates as V · rc = (1/Jo) L,8(Jor~)/8~ with 
Jo the Jacobian of the Lagrangian coordinates, J0 = JJ, and J2 = 1/llgiill. The con-
travariant components of the diffusive flux are given by r~ = 'V~ · rc = -Dii8Jf8ei 
with Dii :: 'V~i . :00 • 'Vei. 
The metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates, or strictly speaking, the metric 
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tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates with respect to the guiding center phase space 
coordinates (x, y, z, H, JJ), gii :: V€i · V€i, is always a real symmetric matrix. Since the 
tensor diffusivity 0 0 is generally symmetric, the new tensor dlffusivity fi is a symmetric 
matrix as well. In general, Dii is also a positive definite matrix which is required for 
positive definite entropy production. 
6.2 Separation of two collisional relaxation time scales 
Although generically one has an anisotropic tensor diffusivity which will be treated 
later, the essence of the rapid diffusive relaxation is mostly conveniently illustrated by 
considering an isotropic diffusivity. Let Jo = canst. and Do = Doi, the drift kinetic 
equation becomes 
(6-211) 
with gii = V~i · Vf_i the metric tensor of the Lagrangian coordinates. Equation (6-
211) is of general interest. For example, if f.i's are the three spatial coordinates, one 
has the ordinary advection-diffusion equation with a scalar diffusivity whose solution is 
discussed in chapter 4. If Do is the plasma resistivity divided by the permeability of free 
space and ei•s are the two spatial coordinates, equation (6-211) describes the evolution 
of a magnetic field in two dimension. An exact solution to that problem is given in 
chapter 5. 
Although equation (6-211) models a variety of different problems in plasma physics 
anrl fluid dynamics, its solution has common features if the flow is chaotic. Without 
losing too much generality, let's consider the 30 case in which the metric tensor can be 
written as 
ij ,-1-- + :~.-1- - + ,-1--g = "l ee "m mm "s ss 
with >.c ~ >.m ~ As > 0 and e, m, s three orthonormal eigenvectors in Lagrangian space. 
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In general, one finds that 
,\z oc e2wt, .X., oc e-2wt, .\z.hm.h4 = 1 (ifV · v = 0). 
Here w is the finite time Liapunov exponent. Above relations imply that neighboring 
points tend to diverge exponentially in time along e direction but converge exponen-
tially in time along the s direction. The distance between neighboring points varies 
only algebraically in time along the m direction. Similarly the tensor diffusivity Dogii 
becomes highly anisotropic if the flow field bas chaotic trajectory. The effective diffu-
sivity along thee direction becomes exponentially small, hence diffusion is negligible in 
this direction. On the other hand, the effective diffusivity along the s direction grows 
exponentially in time, hence the diffusion will become a dominant process despite the 
smallness of Do. The diffusion process along them direction resembles the characteristic 
diffusion with a scalar diffusivity D0 • 
In chapter 4, we showed how to construct a set of natural Lagrangian coordinates in 
which the diffusion is confined in one coordinate direction only. This simplicity enables 
one to give the general solution to the transport of a passive scalar in a chaotic flow. We 
have shown that the transport in a chaotic flow typically begins with a pure advection 
period followed by a rapid diffusion process. 
The anisotropic diffusivity case is not too different from the isotropic diffusivity case. 
For example, in the 3D case considered earlier, one finds that for >.1 » 1, the anisotropy 
in Do has little effect on the eigenvectors of the Dii matrix, but it does modify the 
eigenvalues by a fixed ratio, i.e., 
(6-212) 
where D1, Dm, Ds are different from >.z\ A;; I, >.;-1 by fixed factors detennined by D0 • 
Similar as the isotropic diffusivity case, one finds that 
{6-213) 
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Du = Soo ·Do · 800 ex D~ exp(2wt), (6-214) 
and Dmm = Iiloo · Do · moo varies at most algebraically in time. Hence diffusion along 
the s direction will become a dominant process despite the strong anisotropy in D0• 
The collisional relaxation of the electron distribution function in regions of stochas-
tic field lines has a peculiar feature due to the adiabaticity of the electron magnetic 
moment JJ., i.e., jJ. = 0. The chaotic motion of electron in space and the conservation of 
electron magnetic moment in phase space jJ. = 0 leads to the separation of two collisional 
relaxation time scales, the collisional relaxation time scale for the spatial inhomogene-
ity in the electron distribution function and the collisional relaxation time scale for the 
pitch angle inhomogeneity in electron distribution function. 
To illustrate this, let's consider a simple case in which x = (x, y, JJ.) and 
Do= 0 D11 0 
0 0 D~ 
with Dx = D11 « Dw The admission of only two spatial coordinates can be understood 
as examining transport in the poloidal plane of a toroidally symmetric device. 
Let's prescribe the electron guiding center motion by the standard map 
Xn+l - J.l.n • 2 Xn - 21t' sm 1t'Yn; 
Yn+l - Yn +xn+l; 
J.l.n+l - J.l.n· 
We have coupled the electron magnetic moment into the spatial motion by identifying 
the perturbation parameter k with the electron magnetic moment J.l.· The standard map 
describes a motion which has only one scale for the velocity field. To model more compli-
cated electron motion, one can add more fourier components. In realistic applications, 
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the motion is specified by either physical measurement or numerical computation. Nev-
ertheless, the key physics is well described by above model, which is due to the electron 
magnetic moment conservation. 
Numerical results suggest that the 800 vector, the direction along which neighboring 
points converge exponentially in time, lies in the {x, y) plane. As the result, there is 
a rapid (exponential) buildup of gradient in space but not in the magnetic moment 
or pitch angle distribution. Hence there is a rapid diffusive relaxation of the spatial 
inhomogeneity in the electron distribution which is typical of the chaotic transport of a 
passive scalar, but the diffusive relaxation of the pitch angle distribution is much slower 
and well approximated by the typical collision times. 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of equation (3-67) 
Since Soo . Soo = 1 and Soo X eoo = z, it is straight forward to show that 
.. -- 'f"7A A 'f"7 A (" 4 )A ~ = 800 • vS00 = -800 X vo XS00 =- vo ·e00 e00 • (A-215) 
Using vector identity "Yo x (fA)= /"Yo· A+ Vol x A, one finds 
(A-216} 
It. is easy to check that. 
(A-217) 
and 
(A-218) 
Combining equations (A-216) (A-217) and (A-218}, one obtains equation (3-67}. 
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APPENDIX B 
The spatial derivative of the metric tensor 
The s line is the field line of the 800 vector in Lagrangian space. Both 800 and 
e00 are the time asymptotic limits of vectors So and eo in Lagrangian space. Since 80 
and e0 are orthonormal vectors of two dimensions in Lagrangian space, they can be 
specified by a single angle. Following convention So= eo X z, one bas eo= (cosO, sinO) 
and so = (sin 8,- cos 6). It is easy to see that e1 = E 1 = -s2 = -S'l = cos 8 and 
e2 = f:2 = St = S 1 =sinO. 
The spatial derivative of the metric tensor in Lagrangian space is 
(B-219) 
It. is straightforward to show that 
(B-220) 
and 
A 89 A 0 8gi; 0 a>.. 
E . aek . E = w . aek . E' = aek. (B-221) 
Substituting equation (B-220) into equation {3-81) and expressing the result in the 
t.irue asymptotic limit (800 ) of the angle 8, one finds 
(B-222) 
and hence f = (Ft,F2) = (-88oo/8e\-88oof8e). 
Since ~o·s00 = cos8oo(86oo/&e1)+sin6oo(86oo/8e) and ~oXsoo = [sin6oo(86oof8e1)-
cos 600{8800 /8e)]z, we have derived the equation (3-82) and equation (3-83) in chapter 
3.3.2. 
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103 
By definition.\= exp2wt, equation (B-221) can be written as 
{B-223) 
Since.\= E·g·E, one can combine equation (3.86) a.nd equation (3.60) to find equation 
(3-85). 
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APPENDIX C 
The stickness of the stochastic layer and the topology of the i line 
There have been substantial work on transport in hamiltonian systems in which one 
considers the state of the system in phase space [48]. Mathematically it is equivalent to 
the advection part of the transport addressed in our manuscript. 
In the case of transport in hamiltonian systems, the invariant surfaces (KAM sur-
faces) are perfect barriers for the transport. The cantori separate the chaotic region 
into different components. The trajectory will be trapped in between the last confining 
KAM surface and the cantorus, or even two neighboring cantori. This region is usually 
called a stochastic layer and has a significantly smaller finite time Liapunov exponent. 
The trapping capability of the cantori is thought to be related to the width of the 
gaps on the cantori. It can be understood in terms of the topology of the s line. Since 
one s line generically explores the entire ergodic region in the phase space, it has to cross 
the gap of the cantori. We find that the finite time Liapunov exponent varies extremely 
slowly along the s line unless the s line encounters a large curvature. At locations of 
large s line curvature, the finite time Liapunov exponent can change substantially. This 
implies that if the s line crosses a cantorus without sharp bending, such cantori can not 
be the borderline of different irregular components. On the other hand, if the s line has 
to make a sharp turn to cross the gap of a cantorus, this cantorus is a strong candidate 
for separating the stochastic layer from the larger chaotic sea. 
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APPENDIX D 
Construction of natural Lagrangian coordinates 
If 500 is an arbitrary vector field, one can find a function g(cn such that e-9(~)§00 is 
divergence free, for V · (e-g(~)s00 ) = ( -B00 • V g({) + V · B00 )e-g(~) can be made to vanish 
by solving for g(~) such that Boo· \lg = V ·B00• Divergence-free fields can be represented 
in Euler potentials [49] a and(, i.e., e-g(e)Boo = V( x \la Hence an arbitrary field 800 
can be written in the Clebsch representation, 
(D-224) 
where the Euler potentials a({) and(({) are locally defined functions such that B00·Va = 
0 and S00 • V( = 0. 
Using the dual relations, we can relate the third coordinate {3 to the 500 field, i.e., 
A eg({) ae 
Soo = ----J 8{3 (D-225) 
with J = 1/("Va x "V{3) · \7( the Jacobian of the a-{3-( coordinates. The choice of the 
Jacobian is free. One can let J = 1 or J = e9(~). 
Since eoo = moo X Soo and moo = Soo X eoo, one can show 
e00 - -(ffioo · V()e9({)Va + (riloo · Va)e9(~)V( 
riloo - (eoo · V()e9({)Va- (e00 • Va)e9({)\7(. 
The s00 vector can be written in the general covariant form, 
(D-226) 
(D-227) 
(D-228) 
where only a2 is constrained by a2 = J / e9({). Equation (D-226)-(D-228) have the re-
quired form to yield equation {4-126) of the paper. 
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APPENDIXE 
Convergence of e, m and s vectors in an integrable region of the flow 
If we write the eigenvectors of the metric tensor g (Eq. {4-149)) of the Lagrangian co-
ordinates w0-cpo-t9o in their covariant components, i.e., e =(ell/, erp, e,), m = (milt, mrp, m,) 
and s = (silt, srp, SfJ }, one finds that in an integrable region of the flow, 
ell/ F A2 + 1£82 + 2QAB t 2Q'DA2 - :F&A2 + 1£&82 + 2'D1lAB <?(~E!~g) 
= 
eiJ QA + 1£8 + (QA + 1£8)2 + 
erp 
-
FA+ Q8 O(t-1)· {E-230) 
e, QA+1lB + ' 
fflllt -QA2 -1lAB + FAB + QB2 1 _2 (E-231} 
- 2QA2B + 1£AB2 + :FA3 t + O(t ); ffif) 
mrp 
= - ~ + O(t-1); {E-232) 
ffli) 
Silt 
__ 1 + O(t-2). (E-233) = Sf) 8t ' 
Srp 
= : + <?(cl}. (E-234} 
S!J 
Hence in the integrable region of the flow, e, m and s vectors converge linearly in time 
to their time asymptotic limits, e00 oc {1, 0, 0}, Iiloo oc {0, B, -A) and 500 oc {0, A, B). 
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APPENDIX F 
Diffusivity Coefficients 
co - (:F'H.- g2)/J~; (F-235) 
Ct - (811.V- 8g£ + AQV- A:F£)j(J~../ A2 + 82); (F-236) 
C2 = ( -A'H.V + Ag£ + 8gv - 8:F£) / ( J~ ../ A2 + 82); (F-237) 
8211.C - 82£2 + 2 8AgC - 2 BAV£ + A2 :FC - A 2V 2 (F-238) C3 = flo(A2 +82) 
C4 = 
B2gc- A2gc + A 2V£- BA'H.C- 82V£- ABV2 + BA£2 + AB:Ffu_239) flo(A2 + 82) , 
82 :FC - 82V 2 + A 21-l.C + 2 BAV£ - 2 BAgC - A2£2 (F-240) C.') = J6(A2 + 82) 
Here J6 is the determinant of the metric tensor of the W-tp-19 coordinates, Eq. ( 4-
148). 
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